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Preface 

What is here referred to as Confucianism is Confucius' doctrines con
sidered as a national religion. It seems to have become the generally accepted 
view that Confucius' doctrines became a national religion, that is to say Con
fucianism, for civilising prince and people, when Wu-ti of the Han established 
the professorships of the Five Classics, having accepted the proposal of Tung 
Chung-shu :ifii=pff that, in the classification of the Six Arts, anything which 
did not belong in Confucius' methods should be grouped together as being 
contrary to his principles. However, in my opinion, Confucius' doctrines be
came a national religion as a result of the actions of Kuang-wu-ti, of the Later 
Han. This emperor regarded the prophetic books as classics, and he raised his 
armies and gained control of the empire as a result of his confidence that the 
mandate was his, based on the prophetic books written by Confucius. He be
came emperor by depending on the prophetic books, he established a system 
for government and religious observance on the basis of them, he suppressed 
those who did not regard the prophetic books as classics, considering them to 
be wicked and lawless, and, finally, promulgated the prophetic books through
out the empire. It was thus that what is called Confucianism was established. 
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I therefore propose to examine the contents and the role of the prophetic 
books, and thereby throw light on the true aspect of the establishment of 
Confucianism. 

1. The Twofold Nature of the Prophetic Books 

Chang Heng, of the Later Han period, submitted a memorial to the effect 
that the prophetic books used by Kuang-wu-ti, Ming-ti and Chang-ti, and 
studied by many Later Han scholars, were false and did not conform to the 
ways of saintly men. His memorial began: 

"It is your servant's understanding that saintly men closely examine 
the calendar in order to establish what is of good or evil omen. This they 
combine with divination by tortoise shell and yarrow stalks, and diversify 
it with the Nine Stars n '§. These are all the means there are to survey 
Heaven and test the Way. Some observe the effects of the stars, adverse or 
favourable, painful or happy. Others, examine the omens of tortoise 
shells or yarrow stalks, or the sayings of wizards. No single method is the 
basis. It is because the words precede and the signs follow that the wise 
are respectful of these methods. This is called prophetic writing." §lirJ~ 
A~~$~PJJEal2il, :m:ZPJ Hi, ~ZPJn 'g, *~Y(~;ii, *m~r1:t, wtlLI.Joc 
~~~•m~, wt•••z~, filMZ~, ~ffl~*#~ffi~, ft~~~,~-~ 
1&, ix~*•;!%, i~z~•-
Thus he defines the meaning of ch'en ~' 'prophecy'. For him, 'prophecy' 

meant words, first and signs second, that is to say, prophetic words which were 
to be proved subsequently. This was what wise men could achieve by scrutiny 
of their definite knowledge of the calendar and of their survey of Heaven and 
examination of the Way, based on tortoise shells, yarrow stalks and the Nine 
Stars, that is to say, by scrutiny of the Way of Heaven as the natural law. He 
admits the additional consultation of tortoise shells, yarrow stalks and the 
sayings of wizards; what he is concerned with is predictions, capable of effec
tive proof, which were obtained by scrutiny of the Way of Heaven as the 
natural law, first through Heaven-given omens in the fields of astronomy and 
geophysics, based on knowledge of the calendar and the 1-ching ~ffi~, as well 
as omens obtained by means of tortoise shell and yarrow stalk divination. In 
short, 'prophecy' was predictions obtained through study of the calendar and 
the Changes, made hy saintly men and others. 

He went on to say that the followers of Hsia-hou Sheng ][~Mr and 
Suei Hung ng.&, of the Han, were known for their magical arts, but produced 
not a word of prophecy, and that Liu Hsiang JUJAJ, father and son, studied 
secret books but also left no record of prophecy, of which the first was heard 
after the time of Ch'eng-ti and Ai-ti. Further, there are discrepancies between 
the Ch'un-ch'iu prophecy on river control and that of the Shang-shu; there are 
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discrepancies between the prophecy about ~h'ih-yu *.::t in the Shih-ching and 
elsewhere; in the Yuan-ming-pao 5i:$-fil of the Ch'un-ch'iu there are names of 
people and provinces which did not exist in the Ch'un-ch'iu period. Further, 
Chia K'uei -~ extracted more than thirty mutually contradictory prophecies 
but he could not explain what he meant by the term, nor was there any 
prophecy giving warning of Wang Mang's usurpation. In the light of such 
facts, it was clear that prophecies came into being in the time of Ai-ti and 
P'ing-ti. He further argued that, since the composition of the Yellow River 
Chart and the Lo River Writing Mfllm~ and the Six Arts ~- was already 
established, there was no necessity for them to contain later irresponsible 
interpolations, and also that prophecies by later hands had no proof and so 
constituted a fraud on the public, and he concluded: 

"Predictions by the use of the calendar, the hexagrams, the Nine 
Stars and the quarters of the wind are often effectively proved. But the 
world will not accept the lesson, and people vie with one another to 
praise works not intended for divination: as though a, painter might dis
like depicting dogs or horses and prefer to delineate phantoms. This is 
indeed to find it hard to give shape to true facts, while giving infinite 
value to empty deceit. The prophetic books should be called in and for
bidden once and for all. In this way there would be no confusion be
tween red and purple, no flaws in the canon of the classics". __ §J!t»f!H~ 
n '811.JEJlfc*-ftJ~, -ttt~~~, rmttffi7Fd:iz~, •~ir11:.:r.rmfll*,~· rm~f1t*~· 
~PJftl0&%, ffobflt~1'~-fu, 1r!IX·Uffl~, ~~milz, JlIJ*~~liJr~, JUI~~ 
:Ei!i*• 

Chang Heng, then, considered that prophecies, which were effectively 
verifiable predictions, obtained by study of the calendar or the Changes, were 
legitimate, while holding that the prophecies and prophetic books used by 
Kuang-wu-ti and subsequent Later Han sovereigns or scholars were empty 
and false. He says that the latter came into being at the time of Ch'eng-ti and 
Ai-ti at the end of the Former Han. Although he first lists the calendar, 
tortoise shell and yarrow stalk divination, the Nine Stars and the sayings of 
wizards as the learning or methods required for prophecies, and subsequently 
lists the calendar, the hexagrams., the Nine Stars and the quarters of the wind, 
he would not seem to go outside the scope of the calendar and the Changes. It 
may be remarked that Chang Heng is famous for his invention of a 'wind 
observation and earth movement instrument' in A.D. 132. This was an ap
paratus for giving advance knowledge of earthquakes. However, it was not 
intended to predict earthquakes before they happened in time, but to deter
mine the location of the earthquake when this was not known. It may there
fore be said to have been an apparatus for making a prophecy of the kind he 
regarded as legitimate, that is to say for making predictions. 

Chang Heng held to be legitimate prophecies those which were predic-
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tions obtained from scrutiny of the Way of Heaven as the natural law by 

means of the calendar and the Changes, while he regarded as empty and false 

the prophecies and prophetic books used by Kuang-wu-ti and his successors. 

However, the latter were also in circulation, and were, moreover, accepted by 

many people as prophecies and prophetic books, and it must, therefore, prob

ably be supposed that they were broadly divided into these two kinds. I pro

pose, therefore, to make a survey of their respective characteristics. 

First, on the prophecies and prophetic books used by Kuang-wu-ti and his 

successors. There is an entry in the Treatise on Religion in the Hou Han-shu 

concerning the religious ceremony carried out by Kuang-wu-ti in the 32nd 

year of Chien-wu (1st year of Chung-yiian, A.D. 56). It begins: 

"32nd year, 1st month. The Emperor fasted. In the night he read 

the Hui-ch'ang ~~ Oracle in the Yellow River Chart, which says,: "The 

ninth of the Ch'ih-Liu :$IU (Red Liu) shall meet with the mandate on 

Mount Tai-tsung. If care be not taken in its proper use, how can suc

cessors benefit? Truly sound use shall ensure that no villainy shall 

sprout." He was moved by this passage, and ordered Liang Sung ~tf 
and the others to make further search for prophetic passages in the 

Yellow River Chart and the Lo River Writing ~~' which mentioned 

religious activities on the part of the ninth generation. Liang and his 

colleagues made submissions, which were accepted." =--t~~I[}j, J::jf, 

:elffiyi:iJ'fil~~f-fB, $1UZ:ft, ~-$1:a~, ~·lwtRJtl, M~~*' ~*mz, ~{i 

~m, ~11t5t, n~~c~1f)~, @!~*yi:iJ'n~5tg:ft ffl:!-tffli$~, 1f~:7U~, 7:Jfff 
~-

Moved by the Hui-ch'ang Oracle in the Yellow River Chart, the emperor 

ordered Liang Sung and others to investigate prophetic passage in the 

Yellow River Chart and Lo River Writing mentioning religious ceremonies to 

be carried out by the ninth generation, that is to say, Kuang-wu-ti, ninth 

generation of the Han. I take this one to be the first. Orders were next given 

for a discussion of the manner of carrying out the ceremony. On this oc

casion Liang Sung said: 

"I should think that the ceremony of feng-ch'an means to let the 

Heaven know of the fulfilment of ceremony and to establish a standard 

for the later generation. This is in favour of all people. For this purpose, 

the esteemed favour of the Heaven should be accepted in the most dis

tinguished manner and the good omen of prophetical books should be 

obs,erved in the most distinct way. In the meantime, they are placing 

the sacred tablet under the used stone, utilizing once more the used 

mound. I am afraid if this is not the proper way to accept the Mandate. 

You have been given the order to restore the throne. So you should try 

to do your best to make clear the Heavenly Order. (bestowed upon you)" 
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~~~Mzd, ~~~x, ¥~~~, ~~~~~, *xz~, :;;t~~~, *~• 
Z:f/ffi, ]t~~i!f, 4'-l!lfflM, -~.:f~!JcET, ~3P11t$z~, ~-$9=1~, ~'i'~ 
~tJ~x~. 

I take this to be the second. So a jade tablet was prepared, and then, 
before the ceremony, a stone was engraved, with the following passage in the 
text: 

"The Red Scroll Oracle in the Yellow River Chart fi:rI!iWil$tk~ says: 
"Liu Hsiu JU~ (=Kuang-wu-ti) shall raise troops and sall take untold 
prisoners. The barbarians shall gather like clouds from the four quarters, 
and there shall be the dragons' battle field. For 4, 7 periods, fire shall be 
the sovereign". The Hui-ch'ang Oracle in the Yellow River Chart says: 
"The ninth descendant of the Red Emperor shall make a tour of inspec
tion, gain the centre, pacify it and possess it. These shall indeed be a 
blending of the way of the sovereign and the rules of Confucius. Thus 
shall the divine spirit of the heavenly bodies come forth, and thus shall 
rise up the auspicious working of the earth. The ninth of the Liu 
sovereigns shall meet with the mandate on Mount Tai-tsung. Truly 
sound use of it shall ensure that no villainy shall sprout. The virtue of 
Fiery Han shall arise. The ninth generation shall meet with glory, 
shall make a progress to Mount Tai and all shall be right. Heaven and 
Earth shall protect nine. Constant reverence of the classics and the way of 
the great prosperity of Han shall reside with the sovereign of the ninth 
generation. He shall worship on Mount T'ai and shall engrave a stone 
with the record." We examined the Ancient Compilation Combining the 
Five Yellow River Charts .n.M~ir"tr~, where it say: "the emperor Liu 
Hsiu, ninth of the name, shall rule with virtue and stop harsh govern
ment". The Yellow River Chart cites the Liu-tzu JUr, saying: "The em
peror of the ninth generation will be truly saintly. He shall hold the 
balance and resist the Nine Provinces. He shall be one to pacify the 
empire." The Chen-yao-to J&:HI~ of the Lo River Writing says: "Three 
virtues of the Red Glory make the ninth generation prosperous, let the 
people assemble to observe what the oracle says, arrange, things to be in 
accordance with behavior of the emperor and let the emperor try to hold 
ceremonies to pay respect to the Heaven and to record his achievements." 
The Kou-ming chileh ~-$8'c in the Hsiao-ching ~*.!¥. says: "For whom I 
go? (I go for) the use of the Red Liu (family). The emperor is enthroned 
three times. The filial people are to meet (each other) nine times. When, 
in this way, all performances will be over then, go to Mt. Tai ffi and Mt. 
Ch'ing w ". M!ffi1$~f-JB, IU~&~t!Ffjg, tm~~~' iHtf'f, tm--tz~, 
Y<~±, ~IB!lwt~:ffB, $ffi:it -tit, ~~1~9=11Er~Jl!JM, ~nl~ffijgJL~g, Jl!Jx)(JI 
ffi, ~~:f/ffi", ffi~Z:it, *-$ffi*, ~~fflz, ~-~D, $·•"•:it-tit*~• 
~m~~, x~~n, ~~z#, ~*"zjg, ~n-tttzx, Mr~~.~Ei!f~, 
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-~~~, *~~liM~~~•, amaz~, A~zm, mfi•~~~, M~m 
~~B, Afil2ffi~OO~, ~-, ffiAffl, ~XT~, n••~£B, $3., m 
Afil, •• ff, ~ffi~,~~~' *B~$~B, ~~fi, $affl, ffi3~, •A 
if, fri.-~m, lr~WW, -E::k. 

This is the third. 
In the foregoing passages, fire, red, red emperor, red Liu and red Han 

mean the Han. The 4, 7 periods mean the 228 years of the rule of the 
Former Han. Nine, ninth generation, etc., refer to Kuang-wu-ti. We learn, 

then, from the first passage, that Kuang-wu-ti's, act of worship was carried 
out on the basis of prohetic passages, of the Yellow River Chart and the Lo 
River Writing, that is to say, prophecies, which foretold Kuang-wu-ti's act of 
worship, as in the Hui-ch'ang Oracle in the Yellow River Chart. It would 
seem, moreover, that the various prophecies, which appear in the text of the 
third passage, were prophecies which Kuang-wu-ti ordered Liang Sung and 
others to search out, in the first passage. These prophecies, it is clear, were, 
according to the second passage, predictions of that Heaven which comprised 
the will of Heaven as to the mandate of Heaven, and the Heaven in the pro
phecies was, therefore, the Heaven which was the supreme divine power, 
which possessed knowledge, feeling and will. 

We also learn from the second passage that these prophecies were books. 

This is confirmed by the reference in the first passage to prophetic passages in 
the Yellow River Chart and Lo River Writing and to the Ho-lo-ming-hou 

and classic prophecies in the third passage. That is to say, these prophecies in 
the third passage. That is to say, these prophecies were classed with the Yellow 
River Chart and the Lo River Writing. It is, probably for this reason, as 
suggested above, that these prophecies were given such titles as Hui-ch'ang 
Oracle in the Yellow River Chart, Red School Oracle in the Yellow River 
Chart or Chen-yao-tu in the Lo River Writing. It should be remarked that, 
as these cases show, prophecies were also known as prophetic books, and that 
the appellation, prophetic books, was much used in the period about the time 
of Kuang-wu-ti. Further, some of these prophecies are called 'oracles' (tu ff), 
as for instance the Hui-ch'ang Oracle of the Yellow River Chart, and the these 
are of the kind of predictions of Heaven which necessarily have a proof; so 
that the word 'oracle' (tu) seems to bear the meaning that this word bears, in 
combination with another, to mean 'tally' (tu-chieh ff W). It may, then, per
haps be said that these prophecies were substantially the same as, the talisman 
(tu) for the receipt of the mandate of Heaven, found by Wang Mang. 

Further, it is clear from the references in the third passage to Ho-lo-ming
hou and classic prophecies that these prophecies were regarded as classics. 
This could also be presumed from their being classed with 'books' (t'u

shu flil.), that is to say, the Yellow River Chart and Lo River Writing, but 
it is further confirmed by the quotations from the Hui-ch'ang Oracle of the 
Yellow River Chart concerning Kuang-wu-ti, "these shall indeed be a blending 
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of the way of the sovereign and the rules of Confucius", or "constant reverence 
of the classics". Moreover, there is a similarity between, on the one hand, the 
passage concerning Kuang-wu-ti, "there shall indeed be a blending of the way 
of the sovereign and the rules of Confucius", and, in the third passage, "the 
emperor Yao, who ruled in ancient times, was enlightened, and secretly yielded 
the throne to Shun to ensure that his descendants should wield the power 
... etc."; and, on the other hand, the accounts in Pan Ku's Tien-yin-pien 
~5 [~ to the effect that Yao yielded the throne to Shun, from whom it passed 
to Yii, thence, from Yii's Hsia dynasty to the Yin, descendants of Hsieh, then 
from the Yin to the Chou, the posterity of Hou Chi; or to the effect that, 
after trial had been made of Yao's ministers, Heaven awarded the throne to 
Yao, and this was handed down to the Han, who, like Yao, had the virtue of 
fire; but that, because of the breakdown of the system of Rites and Music at 
the end of the three dynasties, Heaven made the Profoundly Holy Confucius 
put a system of learning together and help the Han, it is obvious that these 
prophecies were regarded as classics, and it also seems clear that they were 
held to be connected with Confucius. That is to say, they were Confucian. 

The foregoing should have made reasonably clear the nature of the pro
phecies used by Kuang-wu-ti and succeeding Later Han sovereigns, which 
Chang Heng held to be empty and false. It is, moreover, well known that 
there were people, even in Kuang-wu-ti's time, who held that the prophecies, 
in which he believed, were wrong. In particular, there was the case of Huan 
T'an ij:1[~, who, it is related, when Kuang-wu-ti was proposing to locate the 
Spirit Tower by prophecy, said, 'Your servant does not read prophecies.' 
When asked his reason, he went so far as to declare that they were non
classical. Kuang-wu-ti said that Ruan T'an was wicked and lawless, and 
proposed to execute him, so Huan T'an beat his head until the blood flowed, 
so that nothing happened to him for a long time. That is to say, Huan T'an, 
just like Chang heng, regarded the prophecies used by Kuang-wu-ti and the 
others as empty and false, and, further, non-classical. By contrast, we can tell 
from the fact that Kuang-wu-ti, who believed in these things, judged Huan 
T'an, on the contrary, to be wicked and lawless, that the people who believed 
in and used these prophecies held them to be classics, the law of Confucius. 

I have already pointed out that the token of the receipt of the mandate 
of Heaven, used by Wang Mang, belongs to the ~ame category as the pro
phecies used by Kuang-wu-ti and the rest. There are further items in connec
tion with Wang Mang, the K'ung Ch'iu Pi-ching .fL..EcJ~~ (the Secret Classic 
of Confucius) and the T'ien kuan-li-pao-yiian-t'ai-p'ing ching :51('g~,g5t;z(.spff~. 
First the K'ung Ch'iu Pi-ching. Wang Mang came to his throne in A.D. 9. 
The following is the memorial addressed to him by Chih Yiin (J~ 1ti) on the 
occasion: 

"It is your servant's understanding that Heaven and Earth value 
men and are sparing of material things. So the polar constellation re-
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volves, the days. and months go by. Embracing one way, holding to one 

path, earthen utensils are moulded. The ages are clearly displayed, 

what is fore-ordained is recorded. The Han age is for ever. Confucius 

made the Red System, not to have foolish people lead the rest into a time 

of trouble. The wise follow and achieve virtue, the foolish rebel and 

receive harm. Divine objects have their destiny, and may not be acquired 

for nothing. High Heaven issues warnings, and I would wish to en

lighten your majesty, and persuade you to take a subject's position, there

by turning disaster into happiness. The House of Liu enjoys Heaven's 

eternal mandate. Your majesty will rise and fall with the seasons. What 

has been taken from Heaven should be returned to Heaven; this may be 

said to be knowing destiny. Unless you take thought soon, you will really 

not be able to avoid being in the position of a usurper. Etc." §llfJX:t-!h 

:mJtA, 'i'fj"Jttjm, toc~tlHij, ~ B fa.I, %5f:f:Q.~, ffi~rRril, IU-~:*2-tlt, fiffi~~g~, 
~.ffiR:R, :fl~$#fU, ::f1il~~~AIL~, ~~Jl!IU;tJJ.X:il@, .~~~t_H&~, t$~:tf 
-$, 7F1:iJtliHl, J::x~Jtx:, WZ·lw~T, ~gt§{v:, iP1tffli~fi, ;,1.a:~x7J(i'p, ~T 
mwna, ~z~x, •z~x, %ffl~-$~, ~::f~fiffi,~::f~~-~~,*k-

Wang Mang was furious and considered this gross. insubordination, but 

he found it hard to harm Chih Yiin, since he had spoken in accordance with 

a classic prophecy. He tried to make him 'say that he had been in a state of 

mental illness. and incapable of remembering, but Chih Yiin insisted that what 

he had said was the holy intention of Heaven. (The above is from the Life of 

Chih Yiin in the Hou Han-shu.) Chih Yiin was telling Wang Mang that to 

return to Heaven a position taken from Heaven, to rise and fall with the 

seasons, was truly to know destiny, and was trying to secure Wang Mang's 

abdication, but he based this loyal address on Confucius' Red System, accord

ing to which the ages clearly displayed by Heaven were Heaven's foreordained 

record· and the ages of the Han eternal. Moreover, Wang Mang himself also 

regarded this as a classic prophecy. That is to say the prophecy used by Chih 

Yiin was also the ching *~ or what is to be looked upon as ching and was 

both a prediction of Heaven's plan and Confucius' Red System. These were 

intended to constitute a warning bestowed.by Heaven and an awakening for 

Wang Mang, and, therefore, this Heaven was the Heaven which was the 

supreme divine authority, possessing knowledge, feeling and will. These 

points make it clear that the prophecy used by Chih Yun was in the same line 

as those used by Kuang-wu-ti. 

Su Ching ~jt became a doctor of letters in the time of P'ing-ti at the 

end of the Former Han, and, at the time of Wang Mang, was engaged with 

Liu Hsin ;uwc in collating. When, at the beginning of the Chien-wu period 

(25-56), Liu Hsi ;IJt,! of the same family as Liu Hsiang i!J[]:lJ and Liu Hsin, 

headed a conspiracy and raised troops at Nan yang, Su Ching wrote a letter to 

give warning, in the course of which, he said: 
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"If one spends a little time studying differences, estimating books, 
making conjectures on human affairs, it is possible to lay bare the ad
vantages and disadvantages, the profit and loss. Why be responsible for 
the troubles of a rebellion and give oneself an unremovable reputation for 
wickedness? What reason can there be for quarrelling with the way of 

the Prince?" 36 ~m~zrsi, l:uf;;g~[qJ, ~Z!iffl., 1~IJZA$, fflrHf~fU~, i:iJ" 
ffjfe§' M§ ~8$JLzrn, .::ff%~~Z~5f-, J.Hs-1-Z~, M:Affe.:ill. 

Again, he said: 
"The Secret Classic of Confucius is the Red System of the Han. 

Stored deep in a dark chamber, the language is mysterious, the matter 
plain. The virtue of fire is inherited from Yao, and, though dimmed, 
it shall shine. The dignity is for generation upon generation, the 
power shall be wielded endlessly. Though the house of Wang take the 
opportunity to usurp, it will end in great slaughter. They will pe torn 
limb from limb and their descendants exterminated. Is there not proof? 
The reason why High Heaven is careful and hesitant is that it grieves for 
the sons of Han. If one discusses the matter without basing oneself on 
Heaven, without consulting the holy .... " ~.JLli*]*~m~:$tU, °¼~WfJ~, 
~~$00, H*m*ffl, -~~~' *Mfilz~, -~Rz~, I~M~M~a, 
mLr~~*~' x5tt1M, ~~~i~, ~f~~~, ~::RPJT tJ~awnm, ~~-1-=f*'~ill, 
Ma~lr.::f7-fs:ZJJ~::R, ~ZIR~, ~k. 

According to Su Ching, the Secret Classic of Confucius was the book, 
that is to say, the prophecy, on which he based these remarks. This means 
that it was simultaneously a classic connected with Confucius and a pro
phecy. The Secret Classic provided the Red System of the Han, and, accord
ing to this, the Han, who had virtue of fire, inherited from Yao, and would 
have the imperial dignity for generation upon generation, and power to be 
wielded endlessly. So, though Wang Mang might take an opportunity to 
usurp, he would end in great slaughter. This was to be regarded as no less 
than a proof of the Secret Classic, considered as a prophecy, and, while con
firming the Secret Classic, it was to be regarded as a thing of Heaven, a holy 
thing. Moreover, the Red System made by Confucius and found in the 
Secret Classic, which was both a classic connected with Confucius and a 
prophecy, seems to be of the same kind as, the Red System of Confucius, 
regarded as a classic prophecy, on which, as we have seen, Chih Yiin relied. 
Further, the Secret Classie was a prophecy made by Confucius, a prediction; 
but, as is clear from the passage, "the reason why High Heaven is careful and 
hesitant is that it grieves for the sons of Han," it would seem to have been a 
prediction of the Heaven that has knowledge, feeling and will, for which 
Confucius acted as the agent. It is precisely for this reason that we find at 
the end of this letter by Su Ching the remark "if one discusses the matter 
without basing oneself on Heaven, without consulting the holy .... " Con-
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sideration of these points makes it clear that the Secret Classic of Confucius 
was of the same nature as the prophecies used by Kuang-wu-ti and the rest, 
and that the Red System, regarded as a prophecy made by Confucius, was 
used in the Wang Mang-Kuang-wu-ti period as a prediction of eternal con
tinuance of the Han. Further, is it not likely that the 'rules of Confucius', 
in the Hui-ch'ang Oracle of the Yellow River Chart used by Kuang-wu-ti, was 
similar to Confucius' Red System? On Confucius' Red System, the following 
passage from the Life of Kung-sun Shu 0-~~ in the Hou Han-shu is worth 
noting: 

"Kung-sun Shu was interested in omens of sovereignty, divinities 
and auspicious auguries, and would recklessly adduce prophetic records. 
He held that Confucius composed the Ch'un Ch'iu and was responsible 
for the Red System, but he stopped at 12 sovereigns. He showed that 
with P'ing-ti, the 12th generation, the period for the Han ended, one 
family being unable to receive the mandate a second time." ~Zlt*:f~~ 
-$~1$3:/Mff!f,z.$, *sl~§C, J;,J~JL-=.N'r*fjc, ~$tU, fffiifr-t=:0-, ~~~~* 
-t=:~,~~~ili, ~tt~~W~-$. 

Huan T'an submitted a memorial warning Kuang-wu-ti against his practice 
of resolving doubts by means of prophecies, in the course of which he said: 

"At present, all sorts of ingenious but mediocre practitioners are 
producing more and more prophetic books and falsifying prophetic 
diagrams, deceiving our sovereign with deviousness and covetousness. 
Surely they should be kept at a distance?" (Life of Huan T'an, Hou 

Han-shu). ~~:0~H,::t~~zA, :It~Billf, mffi~!c, J;.J1,x.~-lB, t~i~A± 
~' PJ~tLP~z~. 

In the Tung-kuan-chi J[fli.Nc, cited as a commentary here, we read about 
Huan T'an's writing: 

"They falsified Confucius to produce prophetic records, in order to 
deceive the sovereign." 5-lffiJLli~~§C, J;,J!~A:i:ili. 

Thus prophecies such as Confucius' Red System were used in the Wang 
Mang-Kuang-wu-ti period by all kinds of people in all kinds of ways. 

Next, the T'ien-kuan-li-pao-yiian-t'ai-p'ing-ching :X'§ffiiH!L:51:t~~!. Ac
cording to the Life of Li Hsun $4 in the Han-shu) Kan Chung-k'o irJ~,PJ, 
in the time of Ch'eng-ti, wrote the T'ien-kuan-li-pao-yilan-t'ai-p'ing-ching in 
12 chapters. He said the God of Heaven had commanded an enlightened 
Taoist, Ch'ih Ching-tzu $ffl-=f, to teach him this Way, and he affirmed, on 
this basis, that, since the House of Han was coterminous with the great end 
of Heaven and Earth, it would receive the mandate from Heaven for the 
second time. Kan Chung-k'o taught this Way to Hsia Ho-liang Ji[•~ and 
others, but Liu Hsiang submitted that, since he had pretended to super
natural power to ensnare the sovereign and mislead the people, he should be 
thrown into prison. However, while the matter was still pending, Kan Chung-
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k'o died, and Hsia Ho-liang and the others secretly passed on the doctrine. 

During the reign of Ai-ti, the next emperor, Liu Hsin held that this doctrine 

should not be applied, since it was not in accord with the Five Classics, but 
Li Hsun liked the doctrine and managed to make Hsia Ho-liang and the 
others attend an imperial summons at the palace gate. Hsia Ho-liang made 
the following expose to Ai-ti. 

"There is a decline in the fortunes of the Han and the mandate must 

be received for a second time. Ch'eng-ti did not comply with the mandate, 
and therefore his issue was cut off. Your majesty has now long been ill 

and there are frequent and numerous portents, whereby Heaven is warn
ing mankind. It would be well immediately to change the era name, 
alter your title, and thus your majesty would obtain longer years and in

creased old age. With the birth of a prince, portents would cease. If you 
have the Way and cannot put it into practice, calamities will destroy you. 

If flood waters do not burst out, then fires will break forth, and the people 

will be cleansed." ~~i::p~, ·~]!!~$, ,a_x;Wf::f~x$, ·&Uism, 4--~T~~. 
~~!it!&, xm tJfil!'a-A-fu, 1l:~j3xx~?Jm, n1t~:'t:pftifa, ~-=r~, ~~'~'~' 
1t~::f1ifi, f:i~_§.t'.:, ::f~~Jkf~!±I, ~:kli~, n~-~A. 
Ai-ti followed the advice of Hsia Ho-wang. Swearing that, on receiving 

the mandate of Heaven, both the empire and himself would be reformed, he 
changed the era name of Chien-p'ing 2nd year to T'ai-ch'u 1st year, he en

titled himself Ch'en-shen Liu T'ai-p'ing Huang-ti ~J!f!~Jti::t.IJl~Wf (Emperor 
of Universal Peace, Liu, Exponent of Holiness), had the clepsydra graduated in 
120 degrees, and made an announcement to the empire. Thus Hsia Ho-liang 
and his colleagues reformed governmental and human affairs, and brought in 

Li Hsun and others to assist in the government. But as they proved ineffec

tive, Ai-ti restored the past, and, maintaining that Hsia Ho-liang and his col

leagues had ensnared their sovereign by holding to incorrect principles, he 
executed them and banished Li Hsun to· Tun-huang, and there the affair 

ended. Moreover, this drama of the second receipt of the mandate is con
cisely related also in the Annals of Ai-ti in the Han-shu, but there the T'ai

p'ing-ching is called a prophecy of Ch'ih Ching-tzu. 
The T'ien-kuan-li-pao-yiian-t'ai-p'ing-ching, which we see here, main

tained that a revival of the House of Han was to be contrived by a second 

reception of the mandate, at a time when that House seemed about to lose the 
mandate. This principle or doctrine was a warning about the grant of the 
mandate of Heaven, preceding the destruction of the House of Han, and as 

such it was clearly a prophecy, since it was a verifiable prediction of Heaven. 

It is natural that this should have been regarded as a prophecy of Ch'ih 
Ching-tzu in the Annals of Ai-ti in the Han-shu. Further, in the 11th month 

of the 3rd year of his regency, Wang Mang made the following submission to 

the dowager em press: 
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"Then on the 1st day of the 6th month of the 2nd year of Chien
p'ing (5 B.C.) the late Ai-ti issued an edict, changing the year name to 1st 
year of T'ai-ch'u-ytian-hsiang. According to the prophetic book of Kan 
Chung-K'o and Hsia Ho-liang, Kept in the imperial library, 'your servant 
Mang's change to the 1st year of Yilan-hsiang is in accord with the state
ment that a great general would be regent and change the era name.'" 

R~~~~ffi@~~~~A~~~-. ~-*~ft~ft$, *~**' ~~ey, ~ 
~.&~$, -MIE, g~PJaftJl{Fft$~, *Mimffic!zftzx-ili, 1kt1i~. 

Then he called himself Provisional Emperor, seeking the precedent for 
the regent being entitl'ed 'king' exemplified by the Duke of Chou and Con
fucius, found in the stories of the K'ang-kao (-the Announcement to K'ang) 
in the Shang-shu and the Duke of Yin in the Ch'un-chiu} and changed the 3rd 
year of regency to 1st year of Ch'u-shih. (Life of Wang Mang, Han-shu). It 
thus seems clear that Wang Mang's alteration of the era was because it was 
thought to have been predicted by the prophetic book of Kan Chung-k'o and 
Hsia Ho-liang, that is to say, the T'ein-kuan-li-pao-yilan-t'ai-p'ing-ching; and 
it would follow that Wang Mang, too, held the T'ien-kuan-li-pao-yilan-t'ai
p'ing-ching to be a prophetic book, and that he used a part of it. 

To sum up, the T'ien-kuan-li-pao-yilan-t'ai-p'ing-ching was written in the 
time of Ch'eng-ti, and was a prophecy responsible for making Ai-ti play out 
the drama of the second acceptance of the mandate of Heaven. It called itself 
a 'classic' and is probably the oldest prophecy to be regarded as a classic, to be 
regarded as something that was of a classic kind. It seems to have no direct 
connection with Confucius, but it was connected with the duration of the Han, 
and, further, seems to have had some relation with Confucius' Red System, in 
the Secret Classic of Confucius} in view of its having been handed down 
through the intermediary of the Enlightened Taoist, Ch'ih Ching-tzu, and 
the connection with Yao. It probably goes without saying that it belonged · 
in the same category as the prophecies used by Kuang-wu-ti and the rest. 

If one looks further back for items in the category, the most obvious 
cases are probably constituted by the Book of the Tripod (Ting-shu WJ$, or 
Cha-shu tL$) of the time of Wu-ti of the Han, and the Lu-t'u-shu ~lil$ 
(a prophetic work), acquired by Ch'in Shih-huang-ti. First the Book of the 
Tripod of Wu-ti's time. Wu-ti acquired a precious tripod and engaged more 
than ever in preparations for religious observance, but, after the acquisition 
of the tripod, Kung-sun Ch'ing 0f*'P~P made a submission on the subject of 
the Cha-shu} that is to say, the Book of the Tripod, which he had received 
from a certain Shen Kung $0, in the course of which we read: 

"The Han shall arise and the time of the Yellow Emperor shall 
return. It said: the saintly one of the Han shall be the grandson or 
great-grandson of Kao-tsu. The precious tripod shall be found and three 
shall be intercourse with the gods. Religious observances shall be carried 
out by 72 sovereigns. Only the Yellow Emperor shall be able to climb 
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T'ai to worship". (On Religious Observances, Shih-chi; Treatise on Wor-

ship, Han-shu.) ~~' ~ii-ffiZ!lt, B, ~z~:w, :(£~t§.Z1*'£L 1t1*'-fu, 
W~lliWa~~' M~~+=£, ~-ffi~~-iliM-

This Book of the Tripod is a prediction that the grandson or great
grandson of Kao-tsu, in fact Wu-ti, would acquire this auspicious object 

known as the precious tripod, and conduct religious observances in com
munication with the gods. This coincides completely with the prophecies, 

particularly the Hui-ch'ang Oracle of the Yellow River Chart} used by Kuang

wu-ti, when about to do worship, as already set out above. However, the 
earlier case is simple, concerning as it does a single prophecy, while the latter 
is complicated with all the different appellations for Kuang-wu-ti, Red Em
peror Ninth Generation, Ninth of the Liu emperors, Ninth Generation, 
Sovereign of the Ninth Generation. And there are other differences. The 
former held that once Wu-ti acquired the precious tripod and communicated 

with the gods, his act of worship would be possible, whereas the act of wor
ship in the latter case was held to be dependent on conformity with the way 
of the sovereign and the rules of Confucius, and with reverence for the 
eternity of the classics. The former, again, was connected with such a 
magician as Shen Kung, who had been in communication with the Yellow 
Emperor and An Ch'i-sheng ~JJ.I'.'.:1::., while the latter was connected with Yao, 
Confucius and the classics. These differences arise from the fact that, in 
Wu-ti's time the virtue of the Han was that of earth, or the yellow virtue, 

and Wu-ti, as will appear hereafter, was not bound by the constraints of 
Confucian doctrine or the classics, and he was, in this respect free; but in 
the time of Kuang-wu-ti, the virtue of the Han was that of fire, or the red 

virtue, and Kuang-wu-ti was, therefore, inevitably subject to the prescribed 
constraints of Confucius' doctrine and the classics. In short, there is agreement 
in the two cases in respect of the prophecy which was regarded as the will of 
Heaven predicting their acts of worship. On the other hand, we must be clear 
that the prophecy in the case of Kuang-wu-ti was regarded as, being connected 
with the classics and with Confucius, whereas it was otherwise in the cas.e of 

Wu-ti. 

About the case of Shih-huang-ti, the Annals of Shih-huang-ti in the Shih

chi have the following passage under the 32nd year: 

"Shih-huang went to Chieh-shih ~:fr and made Lu Sheng }}!:'.:I::. of 

Yen look for Hsien-men ~F~ and Kao-shi r%:J~ ••• Shih-huang went on 
a tour of the northern frontier, entering the area from Shang-chiin Lfflt 
Lu Sheng of Yen made him go into the sea, and, when he came out, 
dealt with spiritual matters and presented the Lu-t'u-shu, which says, 
"The destroyer of the Ch'in shall be a Hu i!JJj", Shih-huang then ordered 
General Meng T'ien ~·!% to take out 300,000 against the Hu to the 

north. He also occupied the territory of Honan." t{Hff!:.ZfffiJE, f]e~A.J}! 
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1:., >JtmF~ra:iWtf:r~j§{;:lt3!, 1tU:WA, ~Aal1:., 1tA1~, j!J)J~t$$, !El~~ 
!i!«: B, r:*~tiJHg, m!\!n~#~•~·l"&JU~:::?.+1-itA, ;:ltfi~, ~!&1PJfWJth. 
Then in Chang Heng's Ssu-hsilan fu }~f.32Jla: we read: 

"Ch'in took a prophecy and Hu was warned." iilffi~, imJJXtiJ:f~, 1Jm 
~7~mHi:~-

Thus Chang Heng also regarded the Lu-t'u-shu as a prophecy. Lu Sheng, who 
had been searching for the immortals, Hsien-men and Kao-shih, was a 
wizard and deliberately introduced spiritual matters in reporting to the em
peror. This was therefore an announcement of the spirits, that is, a pro
phetic prediction of Heaven as spirits, and it thus falls into the same category 
as the prophecies used by Kuang-wu-ti and Wu-ti. It may be remarked that 
everyone, from Chang Heng and Cheng Hsiian IWY,: on, has understood this 
Hu to be Hu-hai tiJ:[~, i.e. Erh-shih-huang-ti -=:t1t~,m-, but, as Nakai Sekitoku 
q:i#fi:fi points out, it is likely that Shih-huang-ti was about to attack the Hu 
and sought the pretext in this prophecy. 

It is clear from the foregoing that the prophecies used by Kuang-wu-ti 
and regarded as empty and false by Chang Heng can be traced back by way 
of the Secret Classic of Confucius and the T'ien-kuan-li-pao-yiian-t'ai-p'ing
ching to the Book of the Tripod of Wu-ti and the Lu-t'u-shu of Shih-huang-ti. 
These were predictions of Heaven regarded as the supreme power of spirits 
possessing knowledge, feeling and will, and as such would be verifiable. How
ever, many of these prophecies, those of the T'ien-kuan-li-pao-yilan-t'ai-p'ing
ching, composed in Ch'eng-ti's time, and later, were held to be, or actually 
were, classics, and were connected with Confucius, whereas the earlier ones 
are different in this respect. How far back, then, can we trace these ones? 
These are the prophecies which Chang Heng held to be legitimate: these were 
the verifiable predictions obtainable by scrutiny of the Way of Heaven, 
regarded as the natural law, through Heaven-given omens based on knowledge 
of the calendar or the Changes, or omens obtained by divination and the like. 
I believe that the first to which attention should be drawn here is the prophecy 
called in question by Chia I, who was in the service of Wen-ti of the Former 
Han. 

Under vVen-ti, Chia I brought about various reforms. One of these in
volved his attempt to have the feudal princes, who were then at the capital 
and turning into an aristocracy there, proceed to their territories, but he was 
opposed by them to the point of being degraded, and he became teacher to 
the king of Ch'ang-sha :lstt:'P, Ch'ang-sha was a lowlying and damp territory, 
and Chia I became gloomy, and, although in good health, had no confidence in 
himself. At this time, an owl, bird of ill omen, came to his lodging, and Chia 
I composed his fu, the Owl, in which he makes the owl speak. One might say 
that he mixed together the Ta-Tsung-shih **lw and Ch'i-wu-lun ~t/o/.1~ 
sections of the Chuang-tzu Af"T and made a fu of them. Briefly, this work 
holds that, since 'sorrow and joy throng the gate, weal and woe in the same 
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land', all things are equal, one's own feelings, one's own knowledge being of 
no account; and so, gloomy about his exile to Ch'ang-sha, he does not bother 
with the omen and finding a prediction (prophecy), but rather frees himself, 
regarding himself as destined to attain the land of the sage, the true man 
who 'abandons things and joins himself to the Tao (Way) alone', and who 
'limpid and still, the true man finds his peace in the Tao alone.' The pre
fatory portion is as follows: 

"In the year tan-o, fourth month, first month of summer, the day 
kuei-tzu, when the sun was low in the west, 

An ow 1 came to my lodge 
And perched on the corner of 
my mat, 
Phlegmatic and fearless. 
Secretly wondering the reason 
The strange thing had come to 
roost, 
I took out a book to divine it 
And the oracle told me its 
secret: 

Wild bird enters the hall; 
The master will soon depart. 

I asked and importuned the owl, 
Where is it I must go? 
Do you bring good luck? Then 
tell me I 
Misfortune? Relate what dis
aster! 
Must I depart so swiftly? 
Then speak to me of the hour I " 

(tr. Burton Watson: Chinese 
Rhyme-Prose, Columbia Uni
versity Press 1971, pp. 25-26) 

•Mz~R:YJJ~~~-=f, s #4, mur~*tr-, .!l:~~!5/il\\, ~@rkie1:11, ~~*III$, 1L'1¥: 
~t&:, ]Ufi:!:iZ, lt§"~tt, B, mr,~A~, 3::,AJlf*, rJ:l,~-=fmL **Mz, e 
#~ft,~§~~, •~ztt, ffi*~~-
This prophecy is to the effect that, if a wild bird enters a room, the 

master is likely soon to depart, but here the fact that the secret of the omen 
is stated, that is to say, the fact of the prophecy, also shows the rules of pro
phecy. One might, therefore, say that this, prophecy is one of the formulae of 
prophecy. So when a wild bird like an owl entered a house, one could know 
in advance, in the light of this prophetic formula, that the master of the 
house would probably be leaving it. Moreover, this accounts for Chia I 
being in a position to get a book out to divine the matter. This reminds one 
that Chang Heng's prophecies could also be obtained by divination. Anyway, 
this prophecy may be considered to belong to the category regarded by Chang 
Heng as legitimate, that is to say, a prophecy obtainable by scrutiny of the 
Way of Heaven, regarded as the natural law, through Heaven-given omens, 
based on knowledge of the calendar or the Changes, or omens obtained by 
divination and the like. It was a prediction such as the saintly and other 
human beings were capable of making. This prophecy became a 'divination' 
(ts'e ~) in the Life of Chia I in the Shih-chi, but the two are essentially the 
same. In the section on the House of Chao ~ in the Shih-chi, there is, with 
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reference to a prophecy concerning Pien-ch'iieh ffi., Kung-sun Chih 03%:SZ: 
wrote and kept it. From this came the Ch'in prophecy; whereas in the Life 
of Pien-ch'iieh in the same work, we find, 'Kung-sun Chih wrote and kept it.' 
From this came the Ch'in "divination" (ts'e). 

Let us further consider what Chang Heng called legitimate prophecies 
and the prophecies brought into the question by Chia I; in particular let us 
consider that Chang Heng said that, in order to obtain a prophecy, one must 
'closely examine the calendar in order to establish what is of good or evil 
omen', and this is combined with divination by tortoise shell and yarrow 
stalks; and Chia I said, 'I took out a book to divine it and the oracle told me 
its secret'. We can then see that these were prophecies or formulae of pro
phecies in the same category as the judgements or line interpretations in the 
Changes. 

I will now give a few examples at random: 
The line interpretation of the nine in the third place of ch'ien (~-the 

creative) is: 

"All day long the superior man is creatively active. At nightfall his 
mind is beset with cares. No blame.'' ~-:H~B ~Ur:, :7t~H1r!Jh, 5E~-
The judgement for hsil (ffl-waiting) is: 

"If you are sincere, you have light and success. Perseverance brings 
good fortune. It furthers one to cross the great water." if$, :1/t~ ~. 
ef, fUrfo*Jff. 

and the line interpretation for nine in the first place of hsil is; , 

"Waiting in the meadow. It furthers one to abide in what endures. 
No blame." ffl=f~~' fUJl=HEL, 5E~. 
The judgement for hsien ~ (influence, wooing) is: 

"Success. Perseverance furthers. To take a maiden wife brings good 
fortune.'' ~fU~, :mz:ker. 
In these cases, determination, principally, of good or bad luck and the 

presence or absence of blame, is reached through judgements or interpreta
tions, that is to say, omens, obtained by divination; they thus become verifi
able predictions. We can probably say the same, by inference, of the other 
judgements and line interpretations. 

Next, the following material about the Five Elements is found in the 
Hung-fan-wu-hsing-chuan ~]jijlifrft: (on the Five Elements in the Great 
Plan), which is quoted in the commentary on the Treatise on the Five Ele
ments in the Han-shu: 

"If the hunt is unsuccessful, if food and drink are not abundant, if 
comings and goings are untimely, if the people are taken away at the 
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farming season, and if treasonous plots are made, then Wood will not 

be regular." EBa.t¼FF@i, iX:lt.:f~, t±IA.:f:im, ~13!:-~, ,&~~~' J=J.IJ*.:fffil@t. 
"If the laws are abandoned, if worthy ministers are banished, if the 

heir apparent is assassinated, if concubines are made wives, then Fire 

will not flame up." ~1!$, ~:r:;/J§, 5@'..t-=f, PJ~ffi;~, J=J.!Jx.:f~J:. 
"If the palace is adorned with pavilions and there is licentiousness 

within, if close relations are offended, if fathers and elder brothers are 

insulted, then the crops will not grow." 1€i1E~, Afpil:;JtJ-, NzglL, 38fJlklslG, 
{4i3Z:£, ~!JtfitrM.:f nx:. 

"If pleasure is taken in war, if the farmers are despised, if the capital 

is adorned, if neighbouring countries are invaded, then Metal will not 

take its form." ~f~:rj(, @stli, Afp:fm~, {f51:L~, J=J.IJ-i:.:fftE•-
"If the ancestral shrine is neglected, if prayers are not offered, if 

sacrifices are abolished, if Heaven's. seasons are opposed, then Water will 

not flow down." fr}j*Jim, .:ffiWtqj, IH%ifiB, ~7(~, J=l!J7j(.:filMJT. 
There is also the following about the Five (important) Matters: 

"When the demeanour is not respected, this is called not reverent. 

The fault is madness. The punishment is continuous rain. Its extreme is, 
evil. So at times there are strange happenings with clothes,, So at times 

there are plagues of tortoises. So at times there are calamities for fowls. 

So at times there is a disease of the lower part of the body. So at times 

there are blue crimes and blue omens. Metal is counteracting wood." 

~z.:f~, :iJ~.:fJWli1 Nffic~ff, NvcfiH![ffi, NvctINJ, ~J=l!J~~~tix, ~J=J.IJ~&•, ~ 
~~-m, ~~~T-~J:ZR, ~~~WWWff, m-i:~*-

"When speech is not fluent, this is called stuttering. The fault is 

presumption. The punishment is continuous sunshine. Its extreme is 
sorrow. So at times there are strange happenings with poems. So at 

times there are plagues of shelled creatures. So at times there are 
calamities for dogs. So at times there are diseases of the mouth and 

tongue. So at times there are white crimes and white omens. Wood is, 

counteracting Metal." i§ Z.:f1tf, :IJ~.:f3t, Nffic~ffi', Nvci/Hl[~j, Nfficf:i'.!f, ~ 
~~~~' ~~~*•z•, ~~~~-, ~~~D~ZR, ~~~~-~ff, m 
*~-i:-

"When vision is, not clear, this is called unwise. The fault is sloth. 

The punishment is continuous darkness. Its extreme is illness. So at 
times there are strange happenings with vegetation. So at times there 
are plagues of wasps. So at times there are calamities for sheep. So at 
times there are diseases of the eyes. So at times there are red crimes and 

red omens. Water is counteracting Fire." +Jlz.:f13JI, ~!~.:fr§, -~~j, 
Nffic~ffi~, --~, ~~~~~' ~~~•&z•, ~~~$-, ~~~§R, ~ 
J=J.IJ~$W$ff, 'li7.k~ x. 

"When the hearing is not clear, this is called not cunning. The 
fault is haste. The punishment is continuous cold. The extreme is 
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poverty. So at times there are strange happenings with drums. So at 
times there are plagues of fish. So at times there are calamities for pigs. 
So at times there are diseases of the ears. So at times there are black 
crimes and black omens. Fire is counteracting Water." ffiZ7Flf&l, ~t~ 

7Fg, •*~' M~ffi*, Mffi~, ~~~~~' ~~~~-, ~~~~m, ~~ 
~~~, ~~JJ~~w, ~ff, ·ttx~1J(. 

"When thought is not intelligent, this is called not saintly. The 
fault is vagueness. The punishment is continuous wind. The extreme is 
the misfortune of early death. So at times there are strange happenings 
with fatty tissue. So at times there are plagues of flowers. So at times 
there are calamities for cattle. So at times there are diseases of the heart 
and intestines. So at times there are yellow crimes and yellow omens. 
So at times Metal, Wood, Water and Fire are counteracting Earth." ,lffil,il~,, 
Z7F~, :IJ~7F~, ffi*11, Mfu{gl\, Mti~~:l'Jr, ~JlIJ~~~tflZ~, ~WJ~~ 
., ~WJ~c:j::11%, ~WJ~1t.,JNzR, ~JlIJ~1t'!1tffi¥:, ~~JJ~~~o.kx~±-

"When the sovereign is not doing his utmost, this is called not hold-
ing firm. The fault is dim-sightedness. The punishment is continuous 
shadow. The extreme is feebleness. So at times there are strange hap
penings with arrows. So at times there are plagues of dragons and snakes. 
So at times there are calamities for horses. So at times there is the disease 
of low people striking upwards. So at times the sun and moon are con
fused in their courses, and the constellations move backwards." ~Z.1' 
ffi, £ffl7FM, M*ffi, Mfuffi~, ffiffi~, ~M~M~, ~M~ft~z., ~M 
~ffl■, ~M~TA~~ZR, ~M~BMRfi, ma~~ 
In the foregoing, that which concerns the Five Elements shows the con

ditions in which each of the Five Elements may be irregular, that is to say, 
liable to bring on portents. That which concerns the Five Matters shows the 
faults, punishments, extremes and occasional portents liable to be brought 
about in a certain irregularity of each of the Five Matters. These are further 
regarded as being the result of disharmony between the Five Elements. That 
is to say, the former shows the various conditions which will bring about the 
respective portents, while the latter shows the portents which will be brought 
about by a certain condition. There is, the same relationship here as there is 
be,tween the certain conditions found in the judgements and line interpreta
tions in the Changes and the good or bad fortune and presence or absence 
of fault. These may also be regarded as prophetic formulae of the same kind 
as the prophecy of which Chia I said that the oracle told him its secret, for 
instance, "Wild bird enters the hall; the master will soon depart." It was 
therefore possible to divine and make predictions in the light of these. For 
example, Hsia-hou Sheng J[~Jm saw through and predicted the plot of Ruo 
Kuang ffl:Yt and others to eliminate the king of Ch'ang-i ~ e!; the presump
tion, the verifiable prediction, the prophecy, concerned was based on the 
Huang-chi-chuan ~1~1$. in the above. And this is probably further proof 
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that the Huang-chi-chuan comprised formulae for prediction and prophecy. 
The story of Hsia-hou Sheng is extremely famous, appearing in the Life 

of Hsia-hou Sheng in the Han-shu and in the Treatise on the Five Elements 
in that work. In the latter, it is as follows: 

"In the 4th month of the 1st year of Yiian-p'ing, Chao-ti died. There 
was no issue. Ho ., king of Ch'ang-i, was appointed and succeeded to 
the throne. The sky was overcast, and the sun and moon were not seen 
by day or night. Ho wished to go out. Hsia-hou Sheng, Chief Secretary, 
approached the carriage, and remonstrated, saying, "The sky has long been 
overcast and no rain falls. There are people below plotting against those 
above. Where does your majesty wish to go?" Ho was angry and arrested 
Sheng, giving orders to his officers. The officers told General Huo Kuang. 
Kuang was plotting at the time with General of Cavalry Chang An-shih 
5i:t(fil, with the intention of eliminating Ho. Kuang gave way to An
shih, and thought that he had divulged the matter. An-shih had not in 
fact done so. He summoned Sheng, who cited the Hung-fan-wu-hsing
chuan, and said, "When the sovereign is not doing his utmost, the punish
ment is continuous, shade. So at times there are low people striking up
wards. I did not dare to speak straight out, and so I said that there were 
people below plotting." An-shih looked into this and was much as
tonished, and set more value on interpreters of the classics. A few days 
later, they together eliminated Ho. Here is a clear instance of con
tinuous shadow." ff?HF-f:5=t~:5=t:¥Jmfa.!Jw, t:ifl, .1'r.i§/3.:f.ji', Jtf3P1ft, 5(~, W: 
~~~BJ.I, Jt~IB, ft•*~I~9~$, RB,~~~W~ffi,@T~U~~, 
~T~M2, Jt~M9, ~-~, ~~*~•mft, ft~---~-5i~i:!tU, ~ 
&Jt,fta:t(fil, ~mmm, :t(filX~m, ~~g, 5L~•Efi~, a, ~2~ 
t~, Jlziu~~' ~fl!J~T AtltL, ~l&~~g, toe~, @T~U, ft:t(filifz, * 
M, ~~~-~~±, ~RB, $~RJt, ~~~2~~~-

Further, we find cited in the Treatise on the Five Elements in the Han
shu and classified with material on the Five Elements, Five Matters and Solar 
Eclipses in the Hung-fan-wu-hsing-chuan, interpretations of portents from the 
Ch'un-ch'iu period up to the end of the Former Han, made by Tung Chung
shu, Suei Hung HiEsl, Hsia-hou Sheng, Ching F~ng *m, Liu Hsiang, Ku 
Yung ~7](, Li Hsun$~ and Liu Hsin. The most numerous seem to be those 
of Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang or of Ching Fang and Liu Hsin. Tung 
Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang reverenced Heaven as the supreme spiritual power 
having knowledge, feeling and will, and they read in portents the predictions 
of Heaven as the will of Heaven or the warning of Heaven, that is as pro
phecies encased in portents. There were, therefore, for Tung Chung-shu and 
Liu Hsiang, instances which belonged in the category of prophecies regarded 
as predictions of Heaven, which Chang Heng held to be empty and false. On 
the other hand, Ching Fang and Liu Hsin found many predictions by elucidat-
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ing the natural law of Heaven. These belonged to the category of predictions 
obtainable for Chang Heng through knowledge of the Changes and the calen

dar, that is to say, prophecies which could be made by saints and other humans 
who had made clear the natural law of Heaven. The interpretations of por
tents by Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang clearly belong to the category of 

predictions of Heaven. These will be dealt with separately in due course. At 

this point I wish to look at those of Ching Fang and Liu Hsin. 
First, Ching Fang. 

"5th month, 2nd year of Ting-kung. The Pheasant gate and the 
Two Towers caught fire ... Ching Fang's commentary on the Changes 

says, 'If the prince does not think about the Way, the consequent pheno

menon is the burning of the palace.' " 5E0 ~if E.JJ, mf~.:&mJJ~ (i:p 
~) J?-:m~ft.B, 7l~PF,l/!f,~, •ffk)d%'§. CE.1'r~J::.) 

"The commentary says: 'If the ancestral shrine is neglected, if prayers 

are not offered, if sacrifices are not offered, if sacrifices are abolished, if 
Heaven's seasons are opposed, then Water will not flow down ... .' 

Ching Fang's commentary on the Changes says: 'If arbitrary actions are 
taken knowingly, and punishments given beyond measure, there will be 

water disaster. Rain will kill people by a fall of frost. .. .' " ft.B, mi* 
Jffl, .::f iifiiiHfJ, iHJ ifiB, ~ :::R~, J§.IJ 7.K .::f z~ T. ( i:p ~) Et S ~ ft. R, im& $;;ff~□, WR frJ 
*1SJ:.I, Jffi}c~J.K, A7.K-fu, ffi~A, P)~~ffl, -:ii;k. (~J::.) 

"In the time of Chao-ti, Ho, king of Ch'ang-i, sent the Grand Secretary 

of the Centre to Ch'ang-an with a lot of slanting caps to present to _the 
principal ministers. He also capped slaves. Ching Fang's commentary on 

the Changes says: 'Conduct improper. The fault is capping slaves. The 
empire falls into disorder, the sovereign has no legitimate offspring, 
children of concubines are honoured.' He also says: 'If the prince is not 
correct, if a subject wishes to usurp, there are strange happenings i_n con

nection with improper caps. The court is left.'" BB'AJ~, ~ E!33:.J.i', :ii 
i:p*~Z~~' ~fflR~R, ~~*§, X~R~(i:p~)Etm~•a, fi.::fm, 
-~A~R, :::RTa, ~~~' ~~n, XB, ~.::f~, §~a, -ffk~R, mM 
f~. ( ~, i:p ZJ::.) 

"12th month of the 33rd year of Hsi-kung: Fall of frost, which did 

not kill the vegetation ... Ching Fang's commentary on the Changes says: 

'When ministers are negligent, this is called improper. The result is an 

abnormal frost which does not kill.'" 1l0.:::.-t-.:::.if:-t-~JJ, ~~ffl, .::f~~-
(i:p~) J?:1,ij~ft.B, §~*i, ~!~.::f)i[&, JffeJc~ffl.::fl~-fu. (~, i:pZT) 

"5th year of Hsiao-wen-wang of the Ch'in: Yu Ch'ii-yen 1if&fjflf 
presented an ox with five feet. Ching Fang's commentary on the Changes 

says: 'If a corvee service starts, and if people are exacted, there are 

strange happenings in connection with the emergence of an ox with five 

feet.'" ~1¥3'(3:.E.if:, :fff&fjflf*-fll}(E.,@4*- (i:p~) Etm~1'B, ~m,q~, ~B: 
~, •ffk4~E.,@. (~, TZJ::.) 
These examples show the strange happenings, punishments, disasters and 
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abnormalities which accompany a given condition, according to Ching Fang's 
commentary on the Changes. Consequently, whenever a given strange pheno
menon, punishment, disaster or abnormality occurred, one could trace it back 
to the condition which gave rise to it, by consulting this commentary on the 
Changes. Thus Ching Fang's commentary on the Changes was adduced as an 
explanation of the portents. which necessarily happened. Also, in reverse, 
when a given condition presented itself, one could announce in advance, one 
.could predict, in the light of Ching Fang's commentary, the phenomenon, 
punishment, disaster or abnormality to which this, condition would give rise. 
In this respect, the cases of the judgements and linear interpretations of the 
Changes and of the Hung-fan-wu-hsing-chuan are much the same. In the case 
of Ching Fang, Pan Ku, the author of the Treatise on the Five Elements., ad
duced Ching's explanation of the various natural disasters from his com
mentary on the Changes. Thus, when viewed also as the commentary on the 
Changes that it was, the work was one of predictions, of prophecies, a formula 
for prophecy, in the same way as the judgements and linear interpretations of 
the Changes. 

Further, in the Treatise on the Five Elements, part II, section I, we read: 
"In the 1st month of the 3rd year of Yiian-feng of Hsiao-chao, there 

was a loud noise of the voices of several thousand people to the south of 
Mount Lai-wu ~~ in the Mount T'ai range. The people watched, and 
a great. stone set itself up. It was 10 chang, 5 ch'e high, 148 in circum
ference, 8 ch'e deep in the ground. 

Several thousand white crows settled beside the place where the stone 
stood. Suei Meng i=rt~ assigned this to the category of the negative 
principle of stones. He thought that it was sent as a sign to the people 
that the sovereign would change the surname and announce a new age on 
the peaks of Mount T'ai and Tai-tsung, and that a commoner would be
come the Son of Heaven. Meng was executed. Ching Fang's commentary 
on the Changes says: 'Return (fu@!). Death of the sovereign comes. No 
fault. The death comes from above and below. Therefore it is necessary 
that the stone of Mount T'ai be overturned and come down. A saintly 
man receives the mandate. The emperor is captured.' It also says: 'A 
stone stands like a man. All the common warriors of the empire are 
heros. If it stands on a mountain, same surname. If it stands on the 
plain, different surname. If it stands in water, a saintly man. If it stands 
in marsh, a small man.'" 1J€:BH:51:Il.:::~IEJJ, ~Llr~~Llriff, ~~~lfc-=f A 
~. ~mz, ~*E§ft, ~~~~' *~+AOO, A~~A~, .:::E~~' Eft 
~, ~s~lfc-=f, ~~~, ~~~~E~~, T~*' •wm~z~, x~£ttE 
~z~, ~~~A-~~~' ili~~~' ~m£~B, @!, M*, ~~. §~T~ 
.M, ·••wzn.WT, g,A.~$, A~., XB, Eft~A, m±-~T 
;a, ftJRLU[qffd:, ZpJfu~tt, ft}R7_kg,A_, JR~ij,}.._, 

Here again, two items have been adduced from Ching Fang's commentary 
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on the Changes. Unlike the prediction made by Suei Meng (Suei Hung), 

judging this to be a portent or a sign contained in a portent1 Ching Fang's 

commentary plays the role of a formula of prophecy, in the same way as the 

judgements and linear interpretations of the Changes, the Hung-fan-wu

hsing-chuan and what Chia 1 referred to as the oracle telling its secret. And 

this can be said in other cases. It may be mentioned, in connection with the 

above judgement and prediction of Suei Hung, that it is recounted in the Life 

of Suei Hung in the Han-shu together with the story of insects eating the 

leaves of a willow in the Shang-lin garden an.d the words, "Kung-sun Ping-chi 

-0-~~B (=Hsiian-ti of the Han) shall arise." 

Next, Liu Hsin. 

"Day jen-shen of the 8th month of the 14th year of Huan-kung. The 

ducal granary caught fire. Liu Hsin considered that this was retribution 

for the disregard of law and the lack of propriety in the duke's personally 

working the land in order to accumulate millet." $f;l(;j:1'f'.&-r[g~f\.J:I :f: 

$,~•~-C~~)~~~=~•-0-mM~Rrn, ~•••~~, •~~, cm2 
!Tl~- Cnfi~J::.) 

He found this condition as one to invite this portent, that is to say, the 

condition to which this portent would be the response, in accordance with the 

prophetic formulae in the commentary on Fire in the Hung-fan-wu-hsing

chuan. 

"Day kuei-yu of the 3rd month of Yin-kung. Great rain, sound of 

thunder. Day keng-ch'en. Great rain and snow. Great rain, at the time 

of rain water. Sound of thunder. Liu Hsin considered that the day kuei

yu of the 3rd month, being one day after the vernal equinox on the 

calendar, was the time for the first sound of thunder. It should then rain 

but it should not be a great rain. Great rain is the punishment of con

tinuous rain. The great rain and snow at an interval of seven days from 

this first thunder is the punishment of continuous cold." ~i&iL~~A ~ 

ffij(i~mJUt, ~Jrz*ffi~, *ffi, ffi7j(~, am-1:h, ;u~.tlffl~A ~w, ~~lfl, 
*%~~a, ~••2~~, ~ffiW1'~*ffi, *ffi~ffi2n~, ~~•mAs2 
Fai, iffi*ffi~, ~~2n~- ([PJ, ~2J::.) 

Here we are shown to what punishments in the Hung-fan-wu-hsing-chuan 

these portents correspond; in the Wu-hsing-chuan, the conditions which bring 

on these punishments, continuous rain and continuous cold, are when the 

demeanour is, not respectful, in the former case, and when the hearing is not 

clear, in the latter. Here too, therefore, the conditions which must bring on 

these portents were indicated. Moreover, in these cases Liu Hsin investigated 

these portents in the light of calendar calculations, and this was doubtless so in 

other cases. 
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"In the 29th year of Yen-kung, there were cockroaches. Liu Hsin 
took them to be a kind of headless locusts. It was their nature not to eat 
grain. The eating of grain is a calamity and there are plagues of shelled 
creature.s." ~0-~+n-¥*-f~, JU~PJ~~~fil, 1[i1'it~, it~ffi.;~, Jrliz 
~- (fq], q:rzT) 

This too shows plagues of shelled creatures. corresponding to this portent. 
But in Liu Hsin's commentary on hearing, plagues of shelled creatures cor
respond to hearing not being clear, so that this too apears as. a condition 
bringing on this portent and the other. 

In these cases Liu Hsin showed the origins of the various portents, and 
thus they are explanations of portents, and yet it would seem that one may say 
that they were not predictions. However, even if the portents belonged in 
the past, in so far as the condition inviting a portent was the question, and 
since he did point out a particular condition in each case, here, too we are in 
the presence of a kind of prediction. This point may become cleared with the 
next example. 

"Ch'eng-kung 5th year, summer. Landslide on Mount Liang ~
Liu Hsin considered that Mount Liang was for Chin's ff veneration. Col
lapse was death. In ancient times, three generations ordered the main
tenance of the sacrifices, without the sacrifices going beyond the objects 
of the country's veneration. This is all that is needed for the balance of 
good and bad luck, calamity or good fortune. Mountains and rivers rule 
a country. When the mountains collapse, when the rivers cease, it is 
a sign of destruction. The cycle of good and evil must return. This year 
was under the constellation of chung-huo ~Y<.- In the I 7th year the 
constellation was again chung-hiw} and Luan Shu ~- and Chung-hsing 
Yen q:rqj~ assassinated Li-kung, and appointed Chuo-kung." $:0-.E.'¥ 
£, ~rl!Jm. (q:r~) JUW(PJ~~wff~-fu, Jms-fuJm-fu, ti~.::£1-tiiJifiB, ~1'~~' 
slilfi~ifri, 1'¾~-fu, ffl:±LlrJI[, wJmJl[~J t'.:Z1J-fu, ~RE~!.f'.:,;fl, ~~' ~tE 
~Y<, ~+-t-¥1ltf~Y<., fflif'1='fr~5f&JJ.&, ffiJ1t'l'¥0-- (fq], TzJ:) 

The portent here w_as taken to be a sign of destruction. Not only one 
prediction was made from it. It was further predicted, on the basis of the 
calendar and astronomical calculations, that something similar would happen 
12 years later, when the constellation was again chung-huo, and the nature 
of that event is indicated. This .can again be said to be prediction, prophecy. 
But while Ching Fang largely relied on the Changes, Liu Hsin tended to use 
the calendar. But it has already been pointed out that what Chang Heng 
called legitimate 'prophecies' were possible through knowledge of the Changes 
and of the calendar. 

In the preface of the Han-shu, section II, we also find: 
"Warning signs are all cited in the divinations of the Ch'un-ch'iu. 
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The reports of the past and knowledge of the future, and the tables of 
the rulers and events, are all given in the Treatise on the Five Elements, 

no. 7." ln:tz.i:!:i, ~1t!e:., 15:tt~□*, .:Efl:z*, J&1ifi~m-t:. 

Thus Pan Ku and his contemporaries, also, recognised the validity of 
divination by the portents and warning signg, of the Ch'un-ch'iu. Since divina
tion was intended to give foreknowledge or prediction, the interpretation of 
portents in the Ch'un-ch'iu was one form of divinatory judgement or inter
pretation, and, as such, could be a prophecy in the same way as linear inter
pretations of judgements of the Changes. In thig, connection, Chang Heng 
said: 

"Predictions by the use of the calendar, the hexagrams, the Nine 
Stars and the quarters of the wind are often effectively proved. But the 
world will not accept the lesson, and people vie with one another to 
praise works not intended for divination." __ §.Jlr~!H~n '§il.:feEr~IFf1l~, 
-tttlt-~¥, iffittffi~i:!:i z«:. 

While he accepted the possibility of legitimate prophecies, capable of veri
fication, based on the calendar, the hexagrams, the Nine Stars and ·the quarters 
of the wind, the fact that he regarded as works not intended for divina
tion those prophecies that he held to be false, further confirms the close 
relationship existing between prophecy and divination. Often, indeed, it was 
not unreasonable that prophecy and divination were mixed up. There is, 
therefore, nothing unwarrantable in my looking for predictions or prophecies 
in the interpretations of portents from the Ch'un-ch'iu, recorded in the 
Treatise on the Five Elements. As will be mentioned again below, Tung 
Chung-shu says: 

''It is the way of the Ch'un-ch'iu to take notice of the. past to illumi

nate the future." *1XZ~•1.t:~Ft§*, "ii:k. 

He is thus looking to the Ch'un-ch'iu for the principles of foreknowledge and 
foresight, and so for the principles of divination or prophecy; this, too, is. a 
viewpoint which coincides with that of Pan Ku and others. So in the same 
way one could have knowledge of future events. by mea:r:is of the records, that 
is to say, past events, of the Ch'un-ch'iu. 

Further the Treatise on the Five Elements, part III, section 2, in the 
Han-shu, .. contains a number of Liu Hsin's interpretations of solar eclipses 
based on the calendar and astronomy. There are many cases where only the 
astronomy is mentioned. The first example is: 

"Yin-kung, 3rd year, 2nd . month, day chi-ssu. Eclipse of the sun." 
~i¾.:::~.=:}:I cl.. B, B IFf-ftz. 
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On this, 

"Tso and Liu Hsin considered that on the second day of the first 
month, the sun was in the constellation covering Yen and Y-iieh. When
ever there was anything unusual about the sun's orbit, those states under 
the constellation, whose government was awry, would feel the effects. 
Princes capable of sound government could always avert the punishment, 
so that calamity would not occur and good fortune would supervene. If 
they were incapable, then the calamity would increase and misfortune 
would be brought about. So the classics record portents but do not give 
their causes. For good and bad luck, destruction and permanence, follow 
on conduct, and good fortune or disaster are brought about." :ii:~, JU 
•~•~A=s~~Z%~-fu, ~sm■fffi~~ ™%~2~~~~~z, A~~ 
fri~, ~JfJ)Jfvcfij, J=lrJ~yrJifffim~, ::ftmJlrJ~,~,fffiiitWr~, tb:*1-~, rffi::f!c~tb:, i\t 
a~l':'m', ~1jrmJtltiitWr)ifi-fu. 

Thus the explanation as to where and on whom the punishment would fall 
follows only on astronomical indications. This is because foresight and predic
tion were thence available. Here, too, he shows, his view that men are the 
source of good and ill 1 uck. 

"Ai-kung, 12th year, 12th month. Locusts. At this time Ai used 
land-taxes. Liu Hsin thought that the 12th month of the Chou was the 
10th month of the Hsia. Once Antares is gone from the sky, the hibernat
ing insects cease their activity. Strange changes in the heavens are related 
to the exigencies of living creatures. Locusts should not appear. In this, 
year there was again no intercalary month." .R0-t='.£p-t=A~, ~~=a 
fflEBffiEt. (q:r~) iu•~-~-t=A' ~-t A-fu, )(£®f~, -~~::l, xZJi~, 
~%J~l21C, ::f1~PJ~, ~~f!J~~~- Clm, r=f:rZr) 

Thus Liu Hsin does not only interpret portents by placing them correctly in 
relation to the calendar. He says that the appearance of portents is related to 
the exigencies of living creatures; for him, portents were not, as they were for 
Tung Chung-shu or Liu Hsiang, sent down by a Heaven possessing knowledge, 
feeling and will, but were for the purpose of rectifying natural reason, natural 
law, from which point ,of view he even points out an error in the Ch'un-ch'iu 
records. 

Again, Liu Hsin cooperated with Wang Mang, but eventually he accepted 
the views of Wang She .:Eiffe and Tung Chung jf,1i!;,, and turned against Wang 
Mang, and he said at the time: 

"The laws of the heavens and the affairs of men must inevitably find 
their being in the east." xJtA$'., *jj~,,ax. (~-, .:£~1') 

Again, when he was addressing himself to the business of instituting the 
various departments of state, he said, 
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"One must await the appearance of the star T'ai-po .:::ts, then pos
sible." 'i~.:::ts~/±1, ~1=1f. UUf, x#f1f.) 

Here, too, we can probably see foresight and prediction based on the calendar 
or astronomy. In this, way Liu Hsin too, like Ching Fang, had predictions, 
prophecies of the kind considered legitimate by Chang Heng. 

In the foregoing, I have been looking for the forerunners of two kinds of 
prophecy: on the one hand the kind used by Kuang-wu-ti and his contem
poraries and successors, held by Chang Heng to be empty and false, prophecies 
which, being received from Heaven by magicians, were regarded as predic
tions of Heaven; on the other hand, prophecies considered as predictions of 
which human beings were capable, by making clear the Way of Heaven, re
garded as the natural law, through knowledge of the Changes, the calendar 
and so on. In the case of the former, I was able to trace back by way of the 
Secret Classic of Confucius} the T'ien-kuan-li-pao-yuan-t'ai-p'ing-ching and the 
Book of the Tripod obtained by Wu-ti, to the T'u-lu-shu obtained by Shih
huang-ti. In the case of the latter, I was able to trace back by way of Liu 
Hsin's interpretations of portents in the Ch'un-ch'iu and Ching Fang's, com
ments on the Changes to the Hung-fan-wu-hsing-chuan, the prophecies, used 
by Chia I and the Changes. It seems that one should be able to find forerun
ners of both kinds in an even more ancient period. 

The Chinese believed, from ancient times, that the decrees of Heaven, 
that is to say, the will of Heaven or the natural law of Heaven, were revealed 
by omens, and accordingly that omens were what provided signs, of the decrees 
of Heaven, the will of Heaven or the natural law. They thus believed that 
they could know the decrees of heaven, and, therefore, the will of Heaven or its 
natural law, by investigating these omens. But omens fall into two categories, 
those given by Heaven and those obtained by various, kinds of divination. 
For the study of the former type of omen, there grew up such magic arts as 
astrology and foretelling the seasons by watching omens, and, for the study 
of the latter, the art of divining by the Changes and so on. Thus those who 
looked up to Heaven as the supreme spiritual power, possessing knowledge, 
feeling and will, were able to read the decrees of Heaven in these omens and 
also to see, in this will of Heaven, the predictions of Heaven as well. More
over, the Yellow River Chart and the Lo Riv'er Writing displayed the will of 
Heaven in the form of diagrams (t'u) and writings (shu), and from quite an 
early date had been taken into account in the Analects and been subject to 
discussion in the Changes. However, they were probably not of concern to 
the original Confucianists., like Confucius, Mencius or Hsiin-tzu. In fact, both 
diagrams and writings are a kind of omen, and, among those who read the 
will of Heaven in omens, there were probably some who believed that Heaven 
revealed its will through diagrams and writings. Such people probably thought 
that predictions of Heaven, as a part of its, will, were revealed through draw-
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ings and characters in the same way as in the Yellow River Chart and the Lo 
River Writing. The prophecies in the T'u-lu-shu) obtained by Shih-huang-ti, 
and subsequent works belong in this category. So it is perhaps not surprising 
that the prophecies used by Kuang-wu-ti, and belonging in this category 
should have been regarded as being similar to the Yellow River Chart and the 
Lo River Writing and called 'drawings and writings' lffi!«: or 'prophetic books' 
lffil~. By contrast, those who accepted the decrees of Heaven as the natural 
law would clarify the natural law by the art of divining by such works as the 
Changes, or by knowledge of the calendar and so on, and they could ascertain 
the relationship between a given condition and a given omen, and so foresee 
and predict the one from the other. That is to say, they were able to make 
prophecies which consisted of verifiable predictions based on the natural law 
of Heaven. 

Further, just as the latter category includes Ching Fang's comments on 
the Changes or Liu Hsin's interpretations of portents, recorded in the Treatise 
on the Five Elements in the Han-shu, so the former includes the interpretations 
of portents by Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang, likewise recorded in that 
treatise. However, as has been said, there will be further question of the inter
pretations of Tung Shung-shu and Liu Hsiang later. 

2. The Position occupied by the Prophetic Books. (t'u-ch'en) 

(i) The Prophetic Book and Their Forerunners. 
What are here referred to as prophetic books are, first of all, the pro

phecies used by Kuang-wu-ti and his successors, of which there was previously 
question; then there are the T'ien-kuan-li-pao-yuan-t'ai-p'ing-ching and the 
Secret Classic of Confucius) which may be regarded as similar in character to 
the first and which, further, appeared successively immediately before them, 
that is to say, about the time of Ch'eng-ti; and, finally, the similar prophecies 
used by Ming~ti and Chang-ti, who succeeded Kuang-wu-ti. As has been said, 
the prophecies used by Kuang-wu-ti and his successors were called classic 
prophecies, and, being regarded as being similar to the Yellow River Chart 
and the Lo River Writing) they were also known as Ho-lo-ch'en-wen 1PJ74t 
~3( (prophetic texts of the Ho and Lo) or Yellow River Chart 1PJl:I or books 
of diagrams lffi!«: ; yet other similar works were also called prophetic books, 
and so this term is here used for them all. 

For example: 

"At the end of Wang Mang, Kuang-wu once went with his elder 
brother, Po-sheng 1{:tff-, and Teng Ch'en l$j! to Yuan 1[ and they had 
a feast at which they conversed with Ts'ai Shao-kung of Jang ffl and 
others. Shao-kung was very learned in prophetic books, and said that 
Liu Hsiu would be emperor. Someone said, "Would that be the marshal 
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Liu Hsiu?" Kuang-wu said jokingly, "How do you know it's not me?" 
and everyone present laughed. Ch'en rejoiced in his heart alone." .:E~ 
*' ~~-W£ffi*REA, mz~, W■A-&0~■ffi, &0••~-, g~ 
~,'ii~x-:F-, wtB, !k~Sffi0;1J~Sf, ~~IJGB, Mffl~!Jj~~:f~, ~~~*~' A 
1t\~IHJ, (1&iJHIEA{l/0 

"In the 3rd year of Ti-huang (A.D. 22) there was famine in Nan-yang. 
Many people who lived on influential famiries went in for petty theft. 
Kuang Wu avoided the officials in Hsin-yeh ~mf and sold grain in Yuan 
Jg. Li T'ung $jfil of Yuan and others explained to Kuang Wu with 
a prophetic book, and said, "The Liu family will rise again, and the 
Li family will assist them." At first Kuang-wu dared not confront the 
matter. But then he thought of his elder brother Po-sheng who, Having 
had intercource with chivalrous fellows of the locality, was very likely 
to take action and that the defeat of Wang Mang was already augured 
and the empire would fall into confusion. So he made a plan together, 
bought weapons, and, in the 10th month, together with Li T'ung and 
his younger brother, I ~ rose in Yuan." :t-t!!iL=:~i¥f~i'.n1~, ~1i3l~~
~~' ~~a~~mt,~••~~,~A*jfil~~~•m~~~,~~~~,*~• 
fi, ~~tJJ7fl&'ii, ?t~~£1a*#M"fl~, &\**•' £!..:E~J&t:B~~' xTti 
JL, Jf£W5€~, ~!knm ~~, + JJ •*jffiftf~~~, ~~~- c1&~•~~mrc 
J:) 

"18th year of Yung-p'ing (A.D. 75), 12th month, day kuei-ssu: officials 
submitted that Ming-ti's saintly virtue would be pure and beautiful ... 
that he would provide the teaching in the Three Halls, that he would 
personally preside over the rites for the care of the old, that he would 
compose songs and regulate refined music, that he would have wide 
knowledge of the Six Arts, never ceasing day or night, with profound 
understanding. This was written in a prophetic book." (5J<Zf5-+A~) 
+-=:JJ ~B, ~pj~g, ~~~m, ~1ll$~. (r:pffit) 1rm.:::.m2~, li:1~~2,ill, 
1'Fit:WC, IE]l~, t1=1!fh~, 7F*IUJl, lil~v#I~, ~tE!iJ■. C1&~••m*c) 

These prophetic books might perhaps be broadly divided into two kinds: on 
the one hand, the T'ien-kuan-li-pao-yilan-t'ai-p-'ing-ching and the prophetic 
books used by Kuang-wu-ti, all of which related to the mandate of Heaven 
and the emperor's religious duties; on the other hand, the Secret Classic of 
Confucius and the texts used by Ming-ti and Chang-ti, which related to the 
Red System and the regulation of the rites and the composition of music. As 
has already been said, it was a characteristic of these prophetic books. that they 
were regarded as classics, or of the nature of classics, as having been made by 
Confucius, that is to say, as Confucian. Therefore, these prophetic books be
long to the first of the two categories into which the prophecies fall, that is 
to say, the category of prophecies regarded as predictions of Heaven, and the 
category of prophecies of which people are capable through their knowledge 
of the Changes or the calendar and so on; moreover, in so far as they are con-
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sidered as classics, as made by Confucius, in short, as Confucian, they have the 
characteristic of differing from the others, from, for example, those used by 
Shih-huang-ti of the Ch'in or Wu-ti of the Han which were handed down by 
wizards and those concerned with the immortals. Though, generally speaking, 
those who are interested in the prophecies do in practise take those which I 
call the prophetic books as central to the question, they do not seem to give 
very much attention to this characteristic. I, however, think it a point to 
which attention must be given. My reason is that, as Confucius here makes 
predictions according to the decrees of Heaven or on behalf of Heaven, he 
becomes precisely a magician; and, moreover, as a magician doing the same 
sort of work as Heaven, or, again, as a magician in a position to teach the 
emperor, who communicates with Heaven by sacrificing to it, and who pos
sesses the supreme magical power of integration with Heaven, he possesses the 
highest authority of all. That is to say, the saint Confucius, who expounds the 
doctrine of humanity, becomes the supreme magical authority for expounding 
the Way of Heaven, regarded as the Way of the Gods, and the Confucian doc
trine that he expounded changes into the doctrine of the Way of the Gods. 
We can, then, look for the forerunners of these prophetic books, in so far as 
they are predictions of Heaven, in the prophecies used by Shih-huang-ti of 
the Ch'in and Wu-ti of the Han, but we cannot look there for the forerunners, 
·particularly the immediate forerunners, of the classic prophecies, of the pro
phecies made by Confucius. Where we can look for their immediate fore
runners is in the interpretations of portents in the Ch'un-ch'iu by Tung 
Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang. It has already been pointed out that these are 
recorded, alongside Ching Fang's. comments on the Changes and Liu Hsin's 
interpretations of portents in the Ch'un-ch'iu} in the Treatise on the Five 
Elements in the Han-shu. · 

Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang read many of the portents of the Ch'un
ch'iu period and later as the will of Heaven or warnings of Heaven. The fol
lowing are a few examples, divided as to those in which their interpretations 
were identical and thos.e where they were about the same. First, cases where 
the interpretations are identical: 

"Ai-kung 4th year, 6th month, day hsin-ch'ou. The altar of Yin ~ 
caught fire. Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang considered that, being the 
altar of a perished dynasty, it was used as a warning. It was as though 
Heaven said. in warning, 'Your country is in danger of perishing.' The 
warning was not heeded. Fire disasters were frequent during the times 
of Ting and Ai. They did not employ good men but arbitrary and ar
rogant ministers, profoundly unaware of the imminent destruction of the 
country." ~~IN~1'J.I $:B:, ~iitl:~, 1Urif, IUJi:iJPJ:mt:fflziitl:, ffl .1;,l:mif\t 
-fu, x:Jrltlr B, rffl#fffl:t:J, .:f J§:Jrlt~, $1:kx~llt~JE~zrai, .:f J§~Afm~~ 
§, ~PJi:'.:ffl, .:fSJ.l~-fu. (E.1t~J:) 
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"Wen-kung 9th year, 6th month, day kuei-yu. Earthquake. Liu 
Hsiang attributed this to the recent deaths, shortly before this time, of 
Ruan *g of Ch'i, Wen "5( of Chin, and Li fil of Lu, the first two being 
wise princes. And king Hsiang Ji of Chou had lost the Way; Mu ~ of 
Ch'u had committed patricide; and all the feudal princes were degenerate. 
So the balance went down. It was as though Heaven said in warning, 'The 
subjects are strong and vigorous, and are about to act and harm you.' 
Subsequently, all the rulers in Sung, Lu, Chin, Chii 7§, Cheng, Ch'en 
and Ch'i were assassinated. In the matter of earthquakes, Lin Hsiang 
generally followed Tung Chung-shu.'' "5(-0:fL-¥:fLA :5R°ffi, :f:-fu1R, JUfi:UPJ~ 
%~~, 3/lHg, ffy:_, ~fil, -=:1~,u~·fJr15t, mJnx~m, ~~.:Ettx:, ~1~~7F 
~, tiftJta~-r, 7(Jf\t;s=s, r§-r51~:w, Mtltl~~J, 1&*ffff1§i~~-~~ttB·, 
~-ma~1!£1iJifrffg#.-fu. ( lq!, °FZJ:) 

"Li-kung 16th year, 1st month, 1st day wu-shen. Meteorite at Sung-
wu *E.; In this month fishhawks flew backwards, and passed over the 
capital of Sung. Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang took this to be a sign 
that Duke Hsiang of Sung wished to act the way of the tyrant, and a 
warning that he would be defeated .... It was as though Heaven said in 
warning, "With virtue slight and country_ small, you should not scorch. 
If you try to be chief of the princes and fight with the powerful, you are 
bound to suffer for it.'' Duke Hsiang was not awakened. The following 
year Ruan of Ch'i died. Duke Hsiang invaded Ch'i in its mourning, 
seized Teng-tzu JffiFf, surrounded Ts'ao l!f, had the meeting at Yii %, 
contested the leadership of the alliance with Ch'u, and was ultimately 
captured. Later he was able to return to his country. He did not repent 
of the errors for which he was responsible. He again grouped the other 
feudal princes together, attacked Cheng, fought with Ch'u on the Hung f5k 
river; his, troops were defeated, himself wounded, and he was the laughing 
stock of the feudal princes.'' ttl-:R--+~'¥lEA.Dt$9'iA, ~jffif*n, ~A~Jc~ 
~m, ~*$, m#ff, ~n=u~~a*•-:R--~fiffim, Mf§~z~-fu. c~ma)7(Jf\t 
;s=s, 11MHl~1J", -o/J~~~i, WZ~ffi~, ~51*,§Ji\ £,)t:A~, J R07Fl§, S_)j(f: 
iHm1E, {~~Jilt, th~r, OOl!f, ~%.zw,, W~$M, ¥~mth, 1&1iBzll, 7F 
lliit~§ft, ~wrffi~, ~,~, ~~~ri5k, •~Jrfl, :mffi1*~- (!qj, -rz-r) 

Next, cases where Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang shared much the 
same view: 

"Chao-kung 25th year, summer. Mynahs came and nested. Liu 
Hsiang considered ... when mynahs foretell what is to come, it is the 
life-force acting and is known as a good omen .... This was a sign that 
the house of Chi * was going to drive out Chao-kung, expel him from the 
palace and send him to live out in the wilds .... It was as though Heaven 
said in warning, 'Since you have lost popular support, you cannot be 
negligent. If you are negligent, the yin will be in arms and the yang will 
drive you out. You will leave your palace and live out in the wilds.' 
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Chao was not awakened, but raised troops and invested the house of Chi, 

by whom he was defeated. He fled away to Ch'i and finally died in the 

wilds. Tung Chung-shu's remarks were much the same." Be/-0--=::+E.:¥
~' ~lltH1:l*~' (r:pffii:) JUfi:iJP)ffi.;, (r:p~) 1.l~l§"*~' ~m~. mi~,M':-fu. (r:p 
~) ~~~#4~Be/-0-, $:';§'.¥, ffiJ,@j'~Jf-fu. (r:p~) :XJfXi~B, t©t~m, ::f"i:TJ~,£, ~, 
-~~~w. ~~~•, *'§'.¥rmm~mr~,J oo::f~, w•~~*~' m*~m 
~' !B*r-~3rErf~!ff, :IJi:f:rfitl@~[q].([q], r:J=tzT) 

"Yen-kung 29th year. There were cockroaches .... Liu Hsiang con-

sidered that cockroaches were of the blue colour and a blue crime was 

near at hand. It was not peculiar to the Middle Kingdom; it was 

brought about by lewd practices arising during the heat in the South, 

when men and women mingled in rivers and lakes, and caused an evil 

stench of insects. At this time, Yen-kung took a lewd woman of Ch'i to be 

his wife. Having entered his house, she had immoral relations with her 

two brothers-in-law. So the cockroaches. came. It was as though Heaven 

said in warning, "Now you should execute her and put an end to it. If it 

goes on, there will be a stench of evil, which will be known about every

where." Yen was not awakened. Later his wife and her two brothers-in

law rebelled, his, two sons. killed him, and they were all finally crucified. 

Tung Chung-shu's remarks were much the same." itt-0--=::+ft)p~~' (i=p 

~) JUfi:iJP)ffi.;~fsW, iEf:Wfr-fu, ~!::r:J=twIDm~, m~~;ll-, ~y;[q] JIit=!, g~pfr1::, ffi.; 
li~~' ~~~-0-mz•g:tz-, ffi.;xA, IIDtA, g;/Rf~,r))(, @(~~. X:JE\Z,~B, I~~ 
*~z, t~A::f, #fEE*~' ~m-[g1f, J itt::f~, :A1~.XA:Wifffi$)(.1"fiL, -=::wutBJ, 
$1§'1IHJ, Jf1i:f:r~rt!§~ [qi. ([qi, i=p ZJ:) 

"Li-kung 14th year, autumn, 8th month, day hsin-mao. Sha-lu t:?M 
collapsed .... Liu Hsiang considered this a sign that the ministers would 

revolt and fall away and not serve their superior. Before this, duke 

Ruan had been acting tyrannically, and grouped all the feudal princes in 

the service of Chou. Once Kuan Chung ~1$ had died, Huan's virtue 

daily declined. It was as though Heaven said in warning, 'The tyrant's 

way is going to fail.. The princes will fall away. Government will be in 

the hands of officers of state. Subordinates will give orders. Ministers will 

not serve their superior.' Duke Ruan was not awakened. The son of 

Heaven was dimmed, and, when Ruan of Ch'i died, the states fell away 

and followed Ch'u. Wang Cha-tzu 3:i\t-=f killed two officers of state. 

Chin defeated the army of the son of Heaven, and it was impossible to 

subdue it. Decadence followed on .... Tung Chung-shu's explanation 

was much the same." Bl-0--r[Id:¥-;f;k/\.}j $:9P, tJMim, (r:p~) JUiAJt)ffi.;§T'W 

~tt~, ::f$J:Z~-fu, ~~-ffififfim, ·-~, $~'.¥, ~r:p~3rE,ffifflB~, 
X:JE\Z,~a, rn~m#4m'ffl, •~tt~, j];S(~*x, jsg=§~-$, §T::f$J:~, J fif-0-::f 
~' x-=flr&$, »-•fI!-0-, XTttrrrr~ff~, ::EtL-=fijt=*x, ~f&:X-=fZSffl, ~1i~ 
tiH1, 1ff::te.~~' (r:p~) Jf1*~HJt~[q]. ([q], TZJ:) 

The foregoing are examples of Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang reading 

portents as warnings of Heaven, that is to say of the will of Heaven as warn-
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ing. Moreover, their readings of the will of Heaven were either identical or 
much the same. However, there are rather more cases in which it is Liu 
Hsiang who reads the will of Heaven in portents, and spells this out as a 
warning in so many words. Anyway, for both Tung Chung-shu and Liu 
Hsiang, portents were revelations of Heaven, or warnings of Heaven. This 
will of Heaven, these warnings of Heaven, were adapted by them into human 
speech. It is also perfectly clear from the above examples that although Tung 
Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang considered what each portent presaged, and, 
further, sought out the corresponding historical situation, event or action in
volved, and although, in addition, these portents were warnings, given by 
Heaven in advance, in respect of such and such a situation, event or action, 
they held that the results. came about because the persons concerned were not 
awakened, and so they adapted these warnings given in advance by Heaven 
into human speech. That is to say, perhaps, that this amounts to the adapta
tions into human speech of warnings of Heaven, considered as predictions 
of Heaven. Thus many of Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang's readings of 
warnings of Heaven amounted to prophecies,· in the sense of predictions of 
Heaven. One might say that they were prophecies encased in portents. More
over, they were prophecies of classic kind, being derived from the Ch'un-ch'iuJ 
a classic written by Confucius, they were prophecies connected with Confucius. 

Nor do I think that Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang were alone in con
sidering what each portent, or the sign within each portent, presaged, and 
then ascertaining what situation, event or action, corresponding to the portent, 
emerged, and, further, seizing on what the porterit signified, that is to say, on 

· the will of Heaven, the warning of Heaven, the prophecy, and expressing this 
clearly in human speech. For example, Tu Yeh Hl~ of the Former Han, says, 

"The portents in the Ch'un-ch'iu are pointers and signs used as 
words. (Shih-ku comments, "He means that Heaven does not speak, but 
makes its meaning clear to mankind by means of natural signs")" ~f.kJ5~ 
~, ~t~~mgffi. cemtta, i~x~g, {§.PJ~~tg}J[EritrJA.) c~1u±t~1', Kfi~) 

Thus the procedure to which I have been alluding may be glimpsed here. I 
would like, therefore, just to clarify the meaning of these words by recourse 
to an actual example of Tu Yeh's interpretations of portents. But, in Tu Yeh's 
biography, the portents are solar eclipses, earthquakes and popular rumour
mongering, and the eclipses and earthquakes are those especially in question, 
while in the Treatise on the Five Elements it is the popular rumour-monger
ing to which attention is exclusively directed. Also, the conditions correspond
ing to the portents, that is to say, the situations, events or actions, are, in the 
biography, the tyrannous behaviour of the dowager empress Fu ft in the Ai
ti's time, and that of the Fu and Ting T family under her, whereas, in the 
Treatise on the Five Elements, the theory is put forward that it was rather 
the schemes of the dowager empress Wang and Wang Mang than the tyran
nous behaviour of the dowager empress Fu and the Ting and Fu families. 
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However, it does not matter which one follows in order to understand the 
remark in question, 'The portents in the Ch'un-ch'iu are pointers and signs 
used as words.' In the biography we find: 

"I venture to observe that your majesty conducts his government 
without partiality. There is economy in all things, no action is taken 
contrary to the Rites. Your majesty is sincerely desirous of correcting 
himself and making a new beginning with his empire. Yet there is no 
answering good omen yet, while the sun is eclipsed, the earth quakes, and 
there are popular rumour-mongering and baseless conjectures, and angry 
warnings are exchanged. I note that the portents in the Ch'un-ch'iu are 
pointers and signs used as words.. Therefore one can understand them by 
finding to what they correspond. In a solar eclipse the bright male 
principle is confronted by the female principle. When the trigram of the 
receptive or earth is above the trigram of the clinging or · fire, this is the 
sign of Darkening of the Light. In being the rule for the earth, the 
Receptive is earth, is mother, peace is its virtue; earthquake is the indica
tion of the absence of the female principle. The interpretation of these 
signs is perfectly clear. Would your servant dare not to speak of the 
matter straight out? ... All of your relatives and your brothers are in your 
inner council, occuping important positions, no matter whether they lack 
wisdom and are degenerate. 

Some are commanding bodyguards and others garrisons. Grace and 
favour is all for one family. Such an accumulation of influence is very 
rare to be seen and heard in this world. Among others, the occupation of 
the ranks of both Ta-ssu-ma *'§'J.~ (Supreme minister of Home affairs) 
and Chiang-chiin #f]![ (Field marshall in Expedition) by members of 
your queen's_ family has no comparison in history. 

The prosperity of the family Huang-pu ~it and the three lines of 
descendants of Duke Ruan 1110-, who commanded there armies of Lu 
t,, can not surpass (the prosperity of her family). There was solar eclipse 
on the day of installment. The fact it took place neither before nor after 
but on the very day of installment shows clearly the modesty and non
arbitrariness of your majesty who, whenever he wants to issue an imperial 
order, listens, for what the subject wants to say and executes what the 
subject wants to have done. However, if he does punish those who com
mitted crimes and give offices and honorific titles to those who are of no 
merit and ability, things will become more and more loose. Such is 
actually what one should be blamed. It is expected to make everything 
orderly and clear so that one can realize the right and honourable dy
nasty. This is the point which ancient poets criticized and the Book of 
Autumn and Spring protested against. The solar eclipse can not be taken 
to be anything other than a warning (to the too much favour which Your 
Majesty is conveying to his queen's family.) ffiJl~Tfi::f{iZiEJr, 4:it$m'9 
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{§t, 3pfff1'1/J, ID¼WCLEJt, ~xT~Miill, ~-=:£#5*~' fm Bk, :!:ill., ~wt§"fr 
:, ~ffi-~, -#~~~ ~m*agffi, ~~~~~-fm~2ill, BkOO~
~m=, ~#~ft, ~•2*ill, ~~~~,.a±mm, ~~5mffi, •1'~2~ 
ill, t:1:i~i&sJI, §~1'[[§";1t$Cq=iffit'r)~j~~m$, ~if1'~, :s1H1trJt~~, ;;fff~~u 
tt, ~A~•, ~~•m, n•#~~~, M•2~, mm~~, m~Mill, ~n 
~-*~ffl~•2w, ~WMR, ~ffi-~, --~~-, ~~i&~, #~28, 
at~ s k, 1'~1JfH&, =•®~*' SJlfilfT~HJ!~~' ;;zM~3p~, Pfr§"$1U!, Pfr:@C 
•a,~~~*1'~•n, ~~~*•~w~ ~~•a, rr~~~, Wc~oooo, 
P.H1c~iAA, '§r!t AfflwrJ, *fjcpfr~, 1~*tm1!:t, J$1'~'B, i:;: k. 

The portents here are solar eclipse, earthquake and popular rumor-monger
ing The solar eclipse is the sign of the hexagram of Darkening of the Light, 
in which the trigram of the receptive or earth is above the trigram of the 
clinging of fire. The earthquake is the indication of the absence of the female 
principle, in fact it is the sign of that absence. (In many cases the term 'indica
tion' {hsiao ~) here in the interpretation of portents indicates the situation 
etc. brought about by the sovereign's failure to awaken, in spite of the warn
ings given by Heaven through portents vouchsafed; but it is also sometimes 
used to mean of what a portent is a sign, that is to say with the same meaning 
as 'sign' (hsiang ~). The latter is. the case here.) What emerged in response 
to these portents, then, was the despotic behaviour of the emperor's. mother's 
family. Moreover, the proof that this. was definitely the relationship was given 
by the occurrence of an eclipse on the very day on which Fu Yen P)J:~ was 
appointed marshal commanding the heavy cavalry, and Ting Ming TSJI, 
marshal commanding the light cavalry. Heaven does not speak but one sup
posed that it expressed its will with such pointers and signs, that is to say, it 
used pointers and signs as. words; this will could be conjectured and deter
mined by means of the pointers and signs, and this one would adapt into 
human speech, and this will of Heaven was translated into the human lan
guage which reads "FJF.l~T ... W(ftBBBB, PJJl;~." Yen Shih-ku comments on the 
expression 'pointers and signs', and says, 'natural signs and pointers to will'; 
does he, perhaps, add 'will' to 'pointers' because he takes it that the will of 
Heaven, that is to say, the will of Heaven that is to be conjectured by means 
of portents. and signs, is revealed by pointers and signs? Anyway, it may be 
supposed, when we consider this matter in this way, that there were a number 
of those who, like Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang, read portents not only as 
the natural law of Heaven but as the will of Heaven. Thus, in this will of 
Heaven there was prediction by Heaven, that is to say, prophecy. 

Since prophecies like the above were derived from the Ch'un-ch'iu} it 
was perhaps natural that they should be of classic kind, that they should be 
connected with Confucius. In this connection, Wu-ti, in the 6th year of 
Yiian-so (123 B.C.) ordered Lii Pu-shu §ffeirr to deal with the trial of the 
king of Huai-nan according to a lesson of the Ch'un-ch'iu; these lessons of 
the Ch'un-ch'iu will probably become much clearer, in fact, through the will 
of Heaven as read by Tung Chung-shu in the portents of the Ch'un-ch'iu, 
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that is to say, prophecies encased in portents. Let us then look at the situation 
at the time with the help of the Treatise on the Five Elemens. There we find 
the following narrative. First: 

"Wu-ti, 6th year of Chien-Yuan (135 B.C.), 6th month, day ting-yu: 
the ancestral shrine in Liao-tung burnt. 4th month, day jen-tzu: the 
Kao-yiian Palace burnt." 1g;,m~jf;hif.nAT"ffi, :I!*rieaJtiL15t lmA :f:r, riea 
~1J!!~!k-

At this point, Tung Chung-shu shows these to be revelations of the will of 
Heaven, that is to say, portents to be read as lessons of the Ch'un-ch'iu. Then 
we read: 

"Tung Chung-shu said, 'It is the way of the Ch'un-ch'iu to cite the 
past in order to illuminate the future. For this reason, when something 
happens in the world, one scans the Ch'un-ch'iu for a passage concerning 
something comparable. One lays bare the minutiae to discover the in
tention, one penetrates the principles to know the law. Thus strange 
happenings in heaven and earth, incidents in affairs of state, all are 
clearly to be seen, and there is no room for doubt.'" 1i14i151ffB, *f}(Z 
m•:r.t~l¥1*, J!trx~T /ff~, lm*f}(mfl:~Fi¥J1rAr, ti1i~t&, PJ#~~, mifi 
ffi, ~-~~, ~~z~ •~z~, -~~~, ~m•~-

This passage shows the basic principle of the Ch'un-ch'iu, to cite the past in 
order to illuminate the future, and the manner of its application. It may be 
remarked that what is here called the way of the Ch'un-ch'iu, to cite the past 
in order to illuminate the future, is a method of a kind of divination, it is a 
principle of prediction. That is to say, Tung Chung-shu seeks in the Ch'un
ch'iu a principle of divination, prediction, and so, of prophecy. Next: 

"According to the Ch'un-ch'iu, the evil of the house of Chi * was 
already ripe in the time of Ting-kung and Ai-kung of Lu, but the saint
liness of Confucius was just at its height. It was possible for consummate 
saintliness to alter ripe evil, in spite of the power of the Chi-sun *3% on 
the one hand and the feebleness of the rulers of Lu on the other." :rtc~f}( 
~JE:0~0~, *~z~BlJL, mFfLrz~:1:f~, xWlrl£~fffl ~fJL~, *3%•~~ 
15!Rll/il, ~~i:iJJJJt-f±!. 

Next: 
"Ting-kung, 2nd year, 5th month: the Two Towers were burnt. The 
Two Towers being an offence against Propriety, Heaven burnt them, as 
if to say, "Ministers who offend against propriety should be dismissed." 
First we see the symbol of the offence, then the announcement of dismis
sal; this is the will of Heaven. Ting-kung did not know that he should 
reflect. Then in Ai-kung 3rd year, 5th month, the Huan f]i Palace and 
the Li ill Palace were burnt, both in the same incident, making a 
single item. This was as if to say, "The lofty are burnt and the unrighte
ous dismissed." Ai-kung could not yet understand, so in his 4th year, 6th 
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month, the altar of the Yin was burnt. The Two Towers, the Ruan and 

Li Palaces, and the altar of the Yin: none of these four should have stood. 

Heaven burnt what should not have stood in order to show Lu that it was 

to dismiss its corrupt minister and employ a saintly man." i!&5E0--=::~E. 
~mu~, mnm~z~, ~~z~, BB, rm~z§%~*,J s~*~' ffi~ 
~%*, ~~-~' 5E0-~~~' ~$(0-S~E.~ffig, Mg~,-=::~~~ m• 
~~, BB, r1tJtffi*~~, ~iii, J $(0-*fm~, Mz12]~1'~, %mt~, mu, 
f:gMJfJ, ~mt, izg~~~•jift, ~~~~~·'&ft~, ~i.R:IWC~*IL§, ffiffl~A 
{g. 

In the last passage he takes the burning of the Two Palaces in Ting-kung 2nd 

year, 5th month, of the Huan Palace and the Li Palace in Ai-kung 3rd year, 

5th month, and of the altar of the Yin in the 4th year, 6th month of the same 

ruler; he then 'lays bare the minutiae' to seize the meaning, and he 'penetrates 

the principles to know the law'; that is to say he reads the will of Heaven as 

revealed by these portents: in concrete terms the will of Heaven was to burn 

these four edifices because they should not have stood, and so cause Lu to 

dismiss its corrupt minister and employ Confucius, a saintly man. In the 

former case, even if the condition (situation, event, conduct) for a correspond

ing portent to appear existed, no portent would appear unless the time were 

appropriate. It is shown that this is the Way of Heaven. This is made clear 

by the passage that follows that last quoted: 

"The road of the fall of the house of Chi was long. Heaven did not 

show portents before this because, although there was the desire to dismiss 

the Chi-sun, the power was inadequate. This was Chao-kung. Then came 

Ting and Ai, and portents were seen. The time was appropriate. If the 

time is not, they are not seen. This is the Way of Heaven." *~f::m~ 
~ ~~~T~~~~ :l*~R~§, BWC*$~, ~~~~' ~0-£~, ~5E 
$(~~z, ~~%~, ~~~~, ~zm~-

we may understand from these passages, that it is Heaven which surveys the 

vicissitudes of mankind, and delivers portents when the time is right for 

bringing about the reform of errors and reversion to goodness, so that Heaven 

is the supreme divine authority possessing knowledge, feeling and will. Next: 

"Now the ancestral shrine should not have been in Liao-tung; the 

Kao-yiian Palace should not have been beside the imperial tomb; and, 

according to Propriety they should not have been built. They were the 

same as the fires of Mu, and it was a long time that they should not have 

stood. The fact that Heaven displayed portents in your majesty's time 

was probably because the time was appropriate. Formerly, the Ch'in took 

over the incapacity of the fallen Chou, and lacked what was needed to 

transform it. The Han took over the incapacity of the fallen Ch'in, and 

also lacked what was needed to transform it. If one inherits what flows 
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down from two successive incapacities, and so takes over the humiliations, 
the difficulty of governing is extreme. Moreover, when one is connected 
with many brothers and other blood-relations, when there is a multitude 
.of proud, haughty and extravagant persons to be consulted, this is known 
as a time of multiple difficulty. Your majesty is to be pitied for having, 
after confronting the great incapacities, encountered a time of multiple 
difficulty. Therefore there are Heaven's portents, as if to tell your 
majesty that, in the face of the world at present, in spite of the in
capacities and consequent multiple difficulty, government is, impossible 
without peace and perfect uprightness." ~ra:i,ijJFfi'm~*' ra:i~W&?F1'Mm 
~~' ~Wtl~JF~ft, N:1-m~fAl, ;!t::fi'ft~~' :¥~~T~, x~JJtz.~, :f§ 
~;Jt~PJ {g, W*'.xt::mJz~, fmt::tJ{~Z, ~'.xL*Z~, Y.. t::tJ1~z, ~~m.=: 
~z•, *;itT~, *'.3t;it~ Mffl~~ Y..~£~fl~ff~z~, ■ffl•3~~ 
*~ mfflmMz~*fil, ~Trri'*~z•, x~m•z~, ;itPJ~fil, ttx 
~' 7ffffi~Ti'~Zi:lt, B~rmm•, ~ptJ:i:2P-:¥0JF~~tErfil, 

Here we have 'happenings' in the sense of 'when something happens in the 
world'; that is to say, the fires in question, the conflagration of the shrine of 
the ancestors in Liao-tung and of the Kao-yiian Palace, had the same signi
ficance as the four with which Lu was afflicted, the Two Towers, the Ruan 
and Li Palaces and the altar of the Yin, insofar as the ancestral shrine ought 
not to have been built in Liao-tung, and the Kao-yiian Palace ought not to 
have been at beside the imperial tomb. However, both the ancestral shrine in 
Liao-tung and the Kao-yiian-pien Palace had been built in the past, whereas, 
the occurrence of disasters at this time was due to the time being appropriate. 
That is to say, 'your majesty's' (Wu-ti's) time was one of humiliation and mul
tiple difficulty, but if 'your majesty' (Wu-ti) were to act peacefully and with 
utter uprightness, it would not be impossible to govern-this is what can be 
:said on reading the portents. 

Next: 

"We look at our relations, nobly connected among the princes, and we 
repress and execute those who are inordinately unrighteous. This, is as if 
we set fire to the ancestral shrine in Liao-tung, and it should be done. We 
look at our subjects close at hand, in the kingdom, those who are not at 
the centre, and even those who are noble but unrighteous, we repress and 
punish. This is as if we set fire to the Kao-yiian Palace, and it should be 
done. Those who are outside but unrighteous may be as lofty as the 
ancestral shrine, yet are they subject to disaster. And how much the more 
if they are princes Those who are within and unrighteous may be as 
lofty as the Kao-yiian Palace, yet are they subject to disaster. How much 
the more if they are great ministers! This is the will of Heaven. If there 
is sin among those outside, Heaven inflicts disaster outside. If there is sin 
among those inside, Heaven inflicts disaster inside. When the fire is 
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severe, the sin must be grave; when the fire is light, the sin is slighter. 

Thus is the will of Heaven passed on." !ID!fJtF!IGJtll1E~~' ~lE:ft~:w, 
EWaz, ~~-~-~-, eey, !ID!~§1Effl~, -~K, RJtW~lE~, EW 
az, ~~-~~•, e~, ~•, ;a:~®~lE~, ••~~•, ~~•z, ~n 
~~' ;a:~~lE:w, --~~~-, ~~z, ~*§~, ~~-~, $1E~:w, ~ 
~~, •;a:~:w, ~~~, •~•~•, •~••@, *~•zm~. 

Here he reads the will of Heaven in the following way: since, as we saw in the 

preceding passage, the burning of the ancestral shrine in Liao-tung and that of 
the Kao-yiian Palace were the same as the four conflagrations of Lu, he re

garded the will of Heaven manifested on that occasion as being the same, the 
same, that is to say, as its will, as he saw it, that Lu should be made to dismiss 

its corrupt minister and employ Confucius, a saintly man; it was thus the 
will of Heaven that extremely unrighteous relations on the outside, connected 

with the nobility, be punished on the analogy of Heaven's burning the an

cestral shrine in Liao-tung, and that unrighteous persons, beside the sovereign, 

inside, noble ministers close to him, should be punished on the analogy of 
Heaven's burning the Kao-yuan Palace. Thus, when the sin was far off, 
Heaven struck far off, when the sin was close at hand, Heaven struck close at 
hand. One then, he maintained, accepted the will of Heaven correctly, if 

severe disaster accompanied grave sin, and lighter disaster, slighter sin. In the 

Treatise on the Five Elements, this continues, 

"Before this An tJ;!., king of Huai-nan had come to court. He started 

by having seditious conversation with T'ien Fen EB!5J, marquis of Wu-an 

Jtt1i!. the emperor's uncle. After this, king Yu r of Chiao-hsi •r-:s, 
king Su JW!i of Chao-ching ~We and king Hsien '.tl of Ch'ang shan 1/tu_i 

committed many breaches of the law, even going so far as to murder 

families and poison the grade 2,000 official. And the kings of Huai-nan 

and Heng-shan finally conspired to rebel. The kings of Chiao-tung •• 
and Chiang-tu iit~ both knew of the conspiracy, and secretly trained 
troops to join in with it. Then, in Yuan-so 6th year, all was discovered 
and they were arrested. By this time T'ien Fen was dead and was not 

brought to justice. The emperor thought of what Tung Chung-shu had 
previously said, and he appointed Tung Chung-shu's disciple, Lu Pu-shu, 
to take the executioner's axe and deal with the trial of the king of Huai
nan. In accordance with the lesson of the Ch'un-ch'iu, he acted on his 

own initiative away from the court, and made no requests. When he 

returned and reported, the emperor approved of everything." %~1lm.:E 
1i!. A iM, titW* ~ :;t ~t\i1i!. ~ EE !0-~ ~ 8°, ~1&~im-=f .:E., ffi WcJW!i .:E., 'It U-1 '.tl.:E-W 
•m~ ~~~~A~, -~=~E, WllmOOili.:E~•&, ••ttfi.:Efi~~ 
., ~ffl~~' ~~-Z, ~~~~~, eB~W~$, ~EE~B~ ~Ra,~ 
5#M~8, ~#m~~gffem~~~ ffl~ma, ~~~~ ••~~, ~•, ~~*-' Lfi~Z. 
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That is to say, Tung Chung-shu had read the burning of the ancestral shine 
in Liao-tung and that of the Kao-yiian Palace, in the 6th year of Chien
yiian, in the light of portents in the Ch'un-ch'iu) and Wu-ti accepted the 
will of Heaven, the warning of Heaven, the prophecy therein manifested, as 
a lesson of the Ch'un-ch'iu) and in conformity with this he dealt with the 
trial of the king of Huai-nan in Yiian-so 6th year. Wu-ti was not subject to 
the constraints of Propriety or the laws; he simply followed the will of Heaven 
and vicariously executed its. judgement, so that the authority of Heaven came 
to be vested in him. Thus the lesson of the Ch'un-ch'iu, to which Wu-ti con
formed on this occasion, was the will of Heaven read by Tung Chung-shu in 
portents previously sent by Heaven, and that was also a prophecy. In this 
way these prophecies were regarded as of a classic kind, a kind connected with 
Confucius. This also means, at the same time, that the thought of the Con
fucian Tung Chung-shu was indeed Confucian. 

The following circumstances, moreover, preceded the execution of the 
foregoing judgement. We read in the Life of Tung Chung-shu in the Han-shu: 

"Before this there had occurred the calamities of the ancestral shrine 
in Liao-tung and the Kao-Yuan Palace at the Chang :R imperial tomb. 
Chung-shu was at home, speculating on their significance. Before he had 
submitted his draft, Chu-fu Yen ±.X:11 secretly saw it and was jealous 
of it. He stole the copy and submitted it. The emperor summoned the 
scholars. Chung-shu's disciple, Lii Pu-shu, did not know that his master 
had written it, and considered it extremely stupid. Chung-shu was there
upon put under arrest and was about to die, but was pardoned by decree. 
Chung-shu never discussed portents any more." .$tdl!~*r\eu.!il, :R~r\eu ~Jil 
N, #Mm~, ~m~•, ~•*~' ±X:11~#M, ¾~•z, •~•ffi~~ 
~~mfflffl, #ff~~§~ff~~~~-, ~•*m, ~~T#ff~, ~~ ffi~ 
2, 14iff~~J&1JlgJ5Ul-

Such then was the tale, as already mentioned, of Wu-ti remembering what 
Tung Chung-shu had previously said, and, accepting it as a lesson of the 
Ch'un-ch'iu) dealing with the case of Huai-nan in conformity with it. 

In any case, Wu-ti vicariously executed the judgement of Heaven, having 
the authority of Heaven vested in him. There was nothing there of intelligent 
virtue prudently punishing, there was simply the arbitrary decision of Wu-ti 
wielding the same authority as Heaven. Moreover, it was Tung Chung-shu 
who wrote what led to this judgement, and, although it was dressed up as 
being in conformity with a lesson of the Ch'un-ch'iu, it was a total departure 
from the doctrine of Confucius. In this case Tung Chung-shu was wholly the 
magician. Further, not only in this lesson of the Ch'un-ch'iu but among the 
manifestations of the will of Heaven, of warnings of Heaven, sought by Tung 
Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang in the Ch'un-ch'iu and elsewhere, there were 
prophecies in the sense of predictions of Heaven. Of course, they did not call 
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them prophecies. But they were in effect prophecies, only encased in portents. 

Nor is this all: in these cases Heaven did not utter words; but it surveyed the 

vicissitudes. of mankind and sent portents; in so doing it was the supreme 
spiritual authority, possessing knowledge, ft~eling and will ,which, by means 
of what were called pointers and signs, gave warning in advance, such as 

would cause sovereigns to reform errors and revert to good; it was thus that 
Confucius understood such portents, sent by Heaven, considered as the super

natural, and so recorded them in the classic Ch'un-ch'iu at the appropriate 

points; and so it is also clear that these men, in disclosing Heaven's forewarn
ings to mankind, were sorcerers. It would thus seem that Confucius might be 

likened to a sorcerer who, by divining the will of the spirits/Heaven by 

tortoise shell and yarrow stalks, obtained signs like the lines and hexagrams, 

while Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang might be compared with sorcerers, 

who, by passing judgements on the lines and hexagrams, composed the linear 

and hexagram interpretations. 

Looking at the matter in this. way, we can see that Tung Chung-shu and 
Liu Hsiang had thrown off Confucian doctrine as a doctrine of the way of 

humanity and participated in a doctrine of the Way of Heaven, as a way of 
the gods, and that they were causing the Confucian doctrine, as a doctrine of 
the way of humanity to change into a doctrine of the way of the gods, the 

Way of Heaven. Thus the prophecies encased in portents that they obtained 

may be regarded as belonging to the same category as prophecies of the Lu
t'u-shu obtained by Shih-huang-ti, the Book of the Tripod which predicted 

Wu-ti's performance or worship, the oracle predicting that Wang Mang would 
receive the mandate, and the prophetic books which predicted the reception 

of the mandate and the performance of worship by Kuang-wu-ti. Thus, at 

least, the prophecies sought by such as Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang in 
the portents of the Ch'un-ch'iu included some which, because they were based 
on the Ch'un-ch'iuJ were regarded as lessons of the Ch'un-ch'iu; and so, since 

they were of the classic kind, of a kind connected with Confucius, they can 
be said to have been essentially the same as the T'ien-kuan-li-pao-yuan-t'ai

p'ing-chingJ the Secret Classic of Confucius and the prophetic books used by 

Kuang-wu-ti. It would be perhaps understandable if anyone formerly looking 

for the immediate forerunners of the prophetic books had held that they 
should be looked for in the prophecies encased in portents, which Tung 

Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang obtained through their interpretations of portents 
in the Ch'un-ch'iu) without looking for them in the prophecies used by Shih

huang-ti and Kuang-wu-ti. It is perhaps particularly appropriate in point of 
time also, since, on the appearance of the T'ien-kuan-li-pao-yuan-t'ai-p'ing

chingJ which is considered to be the oldest of the prophetic books, Liu Hsiang 
was one of those who criticised it. 
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(ii) Evolution towards the Prophetic Books, (1) 

How, then, was it possible that there should have been an evolution from 

prophecies of the classic kind, of the kind connected with Confucius, encased 
in portents, to classic prophecies, to prophecies. of the classic kind, to pro
phecies connected with Confucius, which were not encased in portents? To 
give an answer to this question amounts. to elucidating the circumstances of 
t.he composition of the prophetic books, and for that purpose it is essential to 

elucidate (i) the reason for prophecies breaking the casing of portent, (ii) the 
reason for their necessarily being regarded as classic, of the classic kind and 
connected with Confucius, together with the possibility of such evolution. 

We will consider (i) first. 

Questions of good omens and inauspicious portents arise quite frequently 
in the period of the Former Han, the former being particularly frequent in the 
time of Hsiian-ti, the latter in the reign of Ch'eng-ti, and these latter being 

frequently accompanied by the submission of remonstrances to the throne. It 
goes without saying that the good omens were rewards sent by Heaven to the 
sovereign, and the inauspicious portents were punishments. Now these were 
considered to be sent because he was a sovereign; it was, moreover, not con

sidered that good and ill fortune depended on man, and it was further con
sidered that the inauspicious portent could be altered by the sovereign's 
reform of error and reversion to good. In view of these considerations, it was 
held that Heaven, being the supreme divinity possessing knowledge, feeling 
and will, bestowed these rewards and punishments, from the standpoint of 
support for the sovereign, and that the sovereign was possessed of at least 
enough magical power or authority to bring on these good omens or in
auspicious portents or to cause alteration in them. In short, the magical 

authority of the sovereign was here recognised and upheld. For example, 
Tung Chung-shu begins his first answer as follows: 

"I respectfully submit that it is most awesome to look in the Ch'un
ch'iu at what happened in the past and so observe the relationship be
tween Heaven and Man. When a state is on the point of losing the Way 
and so being destroyed, Heaven first sends a calamity, in order to give 
warning. If the ruler is not wise enough to reflect, a further strange hap
pening is sent to strike fear into him. If he still makes no alteration, then 
destruction comes. In this way can be seen how Heaven loves human 
princes, and wishes to stop them going wrong. Except when the Way 
has been utterly lost, Heaven always wishes to give support and security. 
It is all a matter of striving hard." §~~lf:fxzi:j=r, JmfrJtttB:f"rz•, PJJ!Jl! 
::RAif§~z~J, ~PJ B!fil, @tl~#f~~ilizJ&, rm::R~$fc!±l ~ ~, PJ~*z, .::f%1 
§ ~' x.!±lt?L~PJ!iHlz, i-Ju.::f%1~, rm{JJ&~~, PJJl:tJi::Rit,zC~AB', rmWZ 
.Ll::;!tJLfil, §! ~f7(Lil1Zttt~, ::R~WZttl~im~~z, •tt51~rmB~- c~•is:1t) 
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Thus Heaven sends portents to support the sovereign and ensure his security, 
that is to say, this is because Heaven supports the sovereign, and, further, the 
sovereign can, by reform of error and reversion to good, cause alteration of the 
portent. Again, in this same counter-proposal, we read: 

"Confucius said, "The phoenix does not come; the river gives forth 
no chart. It is all over with me." He pities himself because these hap
penings could be brought about but he is too humble to be able to bring 
them about. Now Your Majesty is exalted, being the Son of Heaven. He 
has the riches of the four seas. He has 'the position whereby he could 
bring these happenings about. For power, he has the strength to bring 
them about. Further, for possessions, he has the resources to bring them 
about. His conduct is lofty and his benevolence generous. His knowledge 
is bright and his thoughts beautiful. He loves the common people and has 
affection for the gentry. He may be called a righteous sovereign. Why, 
then, is it that Heaven and Earth have not responded and these fair omens 
do not come? It is. all because civilising teachings have not been estab
lished, and the people are not righteous." .JL--rB, Jit~7F~, friJ7F/::l::lflfi!, 
~s~~ ~~~~~~, w~•a7F~~~, ~~T•m~--r, ~~~m, @~ 
~Z1ft, :rl~~Z~, x.~im~z~, firs:rffi,fgU¥, 1'0~ffi:!':~, ~Jj;ffifF±, ~ 
i~m±~, Mffi~t-lft7K~, ffi~~~~~' M ~, JLP,,U¥3t1t7F.ft, ffi;f;Jj:7fll:: ~-

He is saying that such things as the phoenix and the River Chart are omens so 
auspicious that even the saintly Confucius was unable to bring them about, 
they are divine happenings, but Wu-ti possesses the position, strength and 
resources which could bring them about. That is to say, he recognises that 
Wu-ti, being a sovereign, possesses the power and authority, that is. to say, the 
magical power and authority required to bring about divine happenings, to 
a greater extent than Confucius. Thus he recognises that the sovereign's 
magical authority is almost the same as the magical power of Heaven in that, 
by response to Heaven and integration with Heaven it can bring about the 
most auspicious omens, and, since it is, further, supported by Heaven, Con
fucian though he be, he is obliged to expound the Way by means of good 
omens and inauspicious portents. The reason is that, since even Confucius' 
authority did not attain that of a sovereign, even in expounding the Way of 
Confucius, the sovereign can only be coerced by means of the authority of 
Heaven, that is to say, the good omens and inauspicious portents which were 
Heaven's rewards and punishments. In short, the fact that a Confucian ex
plained the way by means of portents means that he recognised the nearly 
supreme magical authority of the sovereign and supported it. 

Wu-ti carried out the acts of worship of Heaven and Earth !tffri. This 
was a ceremony whereby he announced to Heaven that he had completed the 
accomplishment of the task of unifying the empire; this was carried out 
under the guidance of a kind of magician or sorcerer, and, in the course of 
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it, vVu-ti responded to Heaven and had intercourse with it, so becoming in
tegrated with Heaven; as a result of this, he publicly demonstrated to the 
empire that he had in this way obtained magical authority similar to that of 
Heaven. At the same time, as related above, Wu-ti dealt with the case of 
Huai-nan in accordance with a lesson from the Ch'un-ch'iu) but, since the 
lesson of the Ch'un-ch'iu was the will of Heaven manifested in portent in the 
Ch'un-ch'iu, Wu-ti was therein executing the will of Heaven vicariously. That 
is to say, this means that Wu-ti worked the work of Heaven, but this lesson of 
the Ch'un-ch'iu) being the will be Heaven manifested in portents, read by 
Tung Chung-shu in portents in the Ch'un-ch'iu., was also a prophecy encased 
in portents. Therefore, the prophecy encased in portents read by Tung Chung
shu served, in the same way as the Book of the Tripod, which predicted these 
acts of worship by Wu-ti, that is to say, as a prophecy, to guarantee Wu-ti's 
supreme magical power. 

In the time of Ch'eng-ti and Ai-ti, however, there was considerable ex
pansion and strengthening of the whole ruling class, but there was a con
siderable increase in the Confucianistic officials who sought reforms in respect 
of influential ministers, the emperor's relations-in-law, the eunuchs and the 
officials directly subordinate to the House of the Han, and the system of the 
Rites. And so the sovereign, whose duty it was to lead these, was gradually 
withdrawn and isolated from them, nor was any favour shown even to his 
heirs. As a result, all the supporters of the House of the Han came to realise 
that that House was in the process of losing the mandate. Thus it was that, 
as well as the numerous portents sent in Ch'eng-ti's time, there were also 
submitted numerous remonstrances, based on the portents. The greater part 
of these, then, were intended rather to restore than to maintain and strengthen 
the political, moral and magical authority of the House of Han. 

However, there was no uniformity in the actual methods, in the measures 
proposed to correspond to the situation. Ku Yung ~7]( produced the largest 
number of memorials and submissions concerning the portents of this period. 
The Annals of the Han-shu are full of such memorials and submissions, while 
there are others in the Life of Tu Yeh and in the Treatise on the Five Ele
ments. There is a reply by Ku in the Annals, 1st year of Yuan-yen (12 B.C.): 

"In addition, merit and virtue are alternately generous and mean; 
character has good points and shortcomings; the seasons have a middle 
and an end; the Way of Heaven is in the ascendant or fallen low. Your 
Majesty is the heir to eight generations of achievement, coinciding with 
the standard of the yang number; after the passage of 210 years; he has 
met with the fate of the hexagram of innocence (the unexpected) (wu
wang x*); he faces the calamity of the 106 [th. year]; three dangers of 
different kinds, united together." 1Jr:rPJJ:.iJ1ltf ~Yi, JJ!Wtf*~' ~t!ttf$ 
*' ~mtrffla, ~T*At!tZ~-, ~~-28$, ~E~Zffl~, ~x*Z~ 
~' ~s~Z~~' ~-~~' ~~~~-
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In thus speaking, he is accepting that, in the light of the calendar and the 
hexagrams, that is to say, in the light of the natural law of Heaven, the House 
of Han is in the presence of danger to its, mandate. Immediately before this, 
he has argued that, if, in spite of their having been portents, the sovereign 
does not reform error and revert to good, if, that is to say, he is not awakened 
by the portents: 

"Evil will penetrate and pervade. There will be no further warning. The 
mandate will change to one who has virtue. The Book of Songs says, ... 
for evil is expelled, weakness extirpated. The mandate is transferred to 
a wise and saintly man. This is the eternal law of Heaven and Earth, and 
is the same for a hundred kings." ~~~1iffi, 1';fg!~1!r, J!-$/ff11, l=ti~, (~ 
~)~~~•~, ~$-~, x~z~~ ~~zm~~-

Even while affirming that the House of Han is in the presence of danger to its 
mandate, he does further recognise that there is room for reform of error and 
reversion to good; and he further holds, that unless there is reform of error 
and reversion to good, the mandate will be transferred to a man of virtue, 
changed to a wise and saintly man; and while he holds that what is called 
'revolution' :;J-$, that is to say, change of dynasties, is also possible, he also 
holds that the situation can be met by reform of error and reversion to good, 
measures which belong to the Way of Man, as, does change of dynasty. In 
short, there is here a margin of resource in the Way of Man, not directly 
bound up with the magical Way of Heaven or Way of the Gods. 

The prophecy in question here is of the kind made by saintly men and 
others, the kind based on the natural law of the calendar and the Changes, 
the kind regarded as orthodox by Chang Heng, and there is, no question of 
the kind of prophecy which is regarded as a prediction of Heaven. When, 
in the foregoing submission, Ku Yung predicts the results which will be 
brough about by Ch'eng-ti's failure in government, he says: 

"There will be armed risings thoughout the realm. Famine will break 
out among the people~ but the officials will have no pity. Great difficulties 
will arise for the farmers, but heavy taxes, will be levied. Hatred and 
disaffection will burst forth below, but those above will not know." mfJ'l 
•~, m~reM&®~1'~, ~~~ttrnw~•m, §~T~ftW~1'~-

To explain the reasoning behind this, he first quotes the interpretation of 
nine in the fifth line of the hexagram chun r:11 ('difficulty at the beginning'): 

"The Changes says, 'chun. Difficulties in blessing. A little per
severance brings good fortune. Great perseverance brings misfortune.'" 
~ B, r:t1, ;it., ,, J ,J§i ef, ::kffe1 [2g. 

Then he quotes the interpretation of the Hung-fan-wu-hsing-chuan: 
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"The commentary says, 'When there is famine but no economy, this 
is called extravagance. The disaster is water; the calamity is annihila

tion.'" 1$.B, Mrm::f1l, ~!~~' Jffe,JcR7.K, ~~r:. 

Finally he quotes the popular saying: 

"The popular saying is: 'The gates move, their bolts fly away. The 
ruler acts without the Way. The ministers act wrong. The calamity 
is the plotting of rebellious ministers.' " ~?(ffl¥:8, Jffllbl!:f:~, Ef~~m, § 

:m~r, Jffe,Jc~JL§~~-

He adduces these quotations in order to justify his prediction that Ch'eng-ti's 
failure of government will bring on the vast disorder, which he calls armed 
risings throughout the realm. But these are not prophecies considered as 
predictions of Heaven; they are prophecies such as saints and others can ob
tain by scrutiny of the natural law of Heaven, they are prophetic formulae. 

They are of the same kind as those of the Changes and the Great Commentary 
on it and as, those of Chia I, Ching Fang and Liu Hsin. That is to say, while 
he asserts the danger of the House of Han, he still believes that this can be 
dealt with by human measures, and accepts that even the mandate of Heaven 
is in accordance with the natural law of Heaven; he thus shares common 
ground with those who, like Liu Hsin, said that good and ill fortune depend 
on human beings. When one considers such a point as that he even upheld 
the actions of men like Wang Mang, affirming as he did that even a change of 
dynasty was to be regarded as a measure within the human sphere, there would 
seem to be a connection between Ku Yung's approach to the court nobles and 
Confucian officials like Liu Hsin, who were recommending reforms in the 
system of Rites in relations to sacrifices at the time, or the operation of the 
Rites of Chou, and his attachment to the Wang family through the inter
mediary of Wang Feng .:£lit Wang T'an .:E.~ and Wang Ken ±.tN. 

Next, when Liu Hsiang addressed himself to the interpretation of 
portents in the Ch'un-ch'iu~ as already described, he would read the will of 
Heaven in even more portents than Tung Chung-shu, and extract prophecies 
encased in portents; at the same time he would submit remonstrances to 
Yiian-ti and Ch'eng-ti on the basis of these. He was the great Confucian 
of the time, who wrote the Lives of Women (Lieh-nil-chuan JIJ:td$.) by way of 
guarding against the intrigues of the seraglio, and strove to regulate the be
haviour of powerful ministers and the emperor's relations-in-law by the rules 
of Propriety, and he was, at the same time, the man of the most powerful 
intelligence at the end of the Liu clan. From the standpoint of one who up
held the magical, supernatural authority of the House of Han, he opposed even 
the movement on the part of the Confucian officials for the reform of the sys
tem of Rites in respect of sacrifices. In particular, when, in the course of the 
movement for the reform of sacrifices, the Kan-ch'iian ir }j{ altar was not 
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used for the sacrifice to the south of the walls and there was a portent on 
that day, the emperor asked for an explanation, and Liu Hsiang's premise was, 

"Families never wish the ancestral worship to cease," ~A.Mi::f:WZm{g 
fljfiij. c~•~~me,~---n 

and he went on to explain that the change of the Kan-ch'iian altar, the 
sacrifice to the god of the Earth in Fen-yin 153-~-for the sacrifice to Heaven 
and Earth, that is to say, the sacrifice outside the walls-was an insult to the 
god, and here was the punishment. Following on this, the dowager empress 
issued an edict concerning Ch'eng-ti's lack of heir: 

"The present emperor is clement and filial, he accepts and follows the 
guidance of the saints, he has no great faults. Yet for a long time he has 
been without an heir. I think that the fault lies in the moving of the 
northern and southern altars, which is a violation of the system of former 
emperors. To alter the old site of a god's altar is to lose the heart of 
Heaven and Earth, so as to prevent the good fortune of having an heir." 
~~~if!tt:::$J!lf;[, ~11~~, ~1'fjdlf-, im R~wlm, ,~,~~-, nH±17£~~~~~' 
;@)timzrtU, e~bfr$fft!Uif:ft, ~:Xt-tl!.z1t,, .DJftowlimZITTI- (15Uf~~nlB~r) 

In these passages there is the belief that a successor is ensured, in the same way 
as in the ancestral worship of the common people by means of the sacrifices 
outside the walls, that is, the emperor's sacrifices to Heaven and Earth, and 
we can tell that Liu Hsiang believed this. That is to say Liu Hsiang expected 
direct benevolence on the part of the god of Heaven and the god of Earth 
towards the sovereign, while he also feared their direct punishment. Much 
in the same way that Tung Chung-shu believed that, so long as his rule was 
not utterly bad, Heaven would give support and security to the sovereign, Liu 
Hsiang's being a magical belief about Heaven, may be said to have been in 
the Way of Heaven regarded as magical. It was in taking his stand on such 
a belief that he opposed the movement for reform of the sacrifices, put for
ward by Wang Mang and Liu Hsin and others. Further, because, according 
to such a belief, the gods of Heaven and Earth and the sovereign were directly 
linked and able to consult together, he believed, in much the same way as 
Tung Chung-shu, that he could read the will of Heaven and warnings of 
Heaven, and so read prophecies, considered as predictions of Heaven. Thus, 
such men as Ku Yung or Liu Hsin, who recognised a margin of resource in 
the interconnection between Heaven and the sovereign, and considered that 
the sovereign should respond to Heaven with all possible human power, made 
human prophecies based on the natural law of Heaven even on the occasion of 
portents, and seem therefore to differ from those who saw the natural law of 
Heaven in the Way of Heaven. However, Liu Hsiang did not extract the 
will of Heaven, a warning of Heaven, directly from Heaven, even when the 
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House of Han was faced with danger, but only looked for the will of Heaven, 
a prophecy, encased in a portent. 

In the same way as Tung Chung-shu, he read prophecies, which he re
garded as the will of Heaven, warnings of Heaven towards the sovereign, in 
the portents of that time, too, as in the following examples: 

"Yiian-ti, 3rd year of ch'u-yuan (46 B.C.), 4th month, day i-wei. 

Calamity at the Hall of the White Crane in the Wu-ti Garden. Liu 
Hsiang's opinion was this: before this, the former general Hsiao Wang
chih If ~Z and the K uang-lu-ta-fu jtffij(x Chou Kan ~~ were as
sisting in the government, and were slandered by two deceitful min
isters, Shih Hsien ::OM and Hsii Chang m:~. Wang-chih committed sui
cide, and Kan was dismissed. The following year there was the disaster 
at the Hall of the White Crane. The stable of the Five-Li-galloping 

horses in the garden ought not to have been in the place of the ancestral 

tablets north of the hill. It is as if Heaven said in wan;iing, "If you 
dismiss those close to the throne into idleness, unrighteous ministers will 
damage the loyal and good." Chang was later accused of riding fast in 
the imperial park and burning fire there. He was dismissed from office." 

xmtrrx~ ~ ll9 J=J z*, 1¥:tt ~ stUtJ5L ;,1 rtu .DJ~, xJe:rrJ~]J[• ~z, jtfff* 
xmr~mi&, ~~§::omw~~mm, ~z§?t&, ~~i-l!l, sJl~siuim., ~i:p:n: 
JEJs&~jE.~Z!t, 1''i'if w~B?Hfzj:-lft, :X:fflt;a B' r:t:•~~~1'IEZ§, ~~ 
,m~, J1~~*5E.~J:;f>t, -r~Js&~, ~1r. c~w=:n:tr~J:) 

"4th year of Yung-kuang (40 B.C.), 6th month, day chia-hsil. Calamity on 
the south of the eastern gate tower of the Hsiian-ti-tu-ling Garden. Liu 

Hsiang's opinion was this: before this the emperor had recalled Chou 
Kan to the office of kuang-lu-hsiln jtfff~, and Kan's follower, Chang 
Meng ~ai, was T'ai-chung-ta-fu 7'(J:P7(::K, Shih Hsien and others again 
slandered them, and they were both banished. This year the emperor 
recalled Kan as shang-shu fiuw= and Meng as chi-shih-chung r.if$i:p. Hsien 

and the others wished to ruin them finally. The mausoleum is smaller 
than the palace, and the gate tower is in the middle of the outer palace 
gate, and is a symbol of the palace official, Hsien. Hsiian had personally 
made it high, and the gate tower is beyond the regulation height. It is 
as though Heaven said in warning, "If you discard regulations and per
sonally make a palace official high, the realm is bound to suffer." When 
Kan later hoped to obtain an audience on account of what Hsien had 
said, the matter was decided on Hsien's word, and Kan was too ill to 
speak. Hsien made his false accusations, and Chang Merig committed 
suicide in an official carriage. Ch'eng-ti came to the throne, and Hsien 
was finally crucified." j}(jt[9~~J=j Ej=l )5lt, 1j:'§"*±~~~Jl(Mi¥f1f}¼., ;1Jfi:Utt~, 
xJe:1:@l~ffl~~~jtfff~, ;&m~-=f~aim*J:P*x, ::om~@!ffl~z, ~t:e1~ 
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ii, ~~-1::.m1J~ilthl., ~~-r:p' ~6"1.l~rMit~z, ~~1J\¼~%S, Mtf P],'® 
F~r:p, !7'1§f!iZ~Hh, ~"&fJHmft, F~~~~F)f1f£1±1-th, :X:ff:t'&B, f*ii~, ~§ 
fJHmft~, £,:mm~, J 1&~$-1~~~, ~JI§°$, $B(f!i □, ~~.:f~~§, m~ 
E, ~~§l~~0$, nx;,mgp1:v:, $$~~- ClmJ::.) 

However, as has been said above, the T'ien-kuan-li-pao-yilan-t'ai-p'ing-ching 
appeared in the time of Ch'eng-ti, and this was both .a classic and was pro
phecy not encased in portents .. According to this, Ai-ti received the mandate 
for the second time, but he did not succeed in doing so. This prophecy was 
intended to cause a revival of the authority of the House of Han. In essence it 
was just the same as the prophecies extracted by Tung Chung-shu and Liu 
Hsiang, which were encased in portents, but it was also a classic, it was a 
complete prophecy not encased in a portent, it was a prophetic book. Not 
only this; it was the most ancient of the prophetic books, but it also came 
ultimately to receive the support of such a man as Li Hsun $~ whose at
titudes in point of thought, beliefs and even political standpoint were much 
the same as those of Liu Hsiang. According to the Life of Li Hsiin in the 
Han-shu, he put the Shang-shu in order, and was. interested in the portents in 
the Hung-fan yj!;fH section of it, he studied astronomy, the seasons and the yin 
and yang, he served Ti Fang-chin ~tf~, to whom he frequently gave advice, 
and was also on good terms with Wang Ken, but at this time, that is to say, 
the time of Ch'eng-ti, he saw signs of the imminent decline of the House of 
Han, foresaw that there would be a flood disaster, which he loyally reported. 
In the course of this he said: 

"In this too there are movements up or down. If there is a sign of 
a flood, and there is no repentance and no reform, the flood will come and 
it will make a cleansing, the flowing broom will sweep clear. If there is 
reform, there will be a year without seasons. Therefore, if in the near 
future there is much reform of petty wickedness and depravity, the sun 
and moon will shine bright and clear, the rain will come auspiciously, 
and this will be High Heaven saving Han from ruin." J/:t?f.Frlea T ~,@, 

yj!;*Z.-th, .:f~.:f~, yj!;*B~ffi~, ~~-~-~' ~ZM~~L~~-~ 
ffi~~~, 1NlzJ~3ff, 8 Jf jf;ffl, ~ffi~~, J/:t~:Xi:r~LBfh. 

He is saying that if there is reform of error and reversion to good in the face 
of strange celestial phenomena, that is to say, a portent or sign of a portent, 
then the celestial phenomena may also change and the portent not arrive, 
and in this way help will be given to the Han. That is to say, he held, in the 
same way as Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang, that Heaven supports and 
gives security to the sovereign, and having a magical belief in Heaven, he re
cognised that the sovereign had a corresponding magical power and authority. 
Then, soon after Ai-ti's succession there were flood disasters, earthquakes and 
astronomical confusion, involving the sun and moon and the planet Mercury 
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[ =the 'water star']; the emperor asked for interpretations of these portents, 

and Li Hsun said, in the course of his reply: 

"The water star is in charge of the precision of the four seasons, is 

responsible for the middle month of each season, for the due order of 

the four seasons. So when it behaves strangely and emerges, as now, at 

the very beginning of the year, this is because it is warning Your Majesty. 

If government is hasty, it appears early; if government is slack, it appears 

late. If government ceases and is not carried out, it hides itself and is not 

seen, and acts as a broom. If it appears in the four first months of the 

seasons, it is to alter the sovereign's destiny; if it appears in the four last 

months of the seasons, the astronomers shun it. Now it is happily only 

appearing in the first month, for High Heaven is thus kindly helping 

Your Majesty. There should be deep self-reform and good governance 

of the country." ~&±.IEIZ9ifJf, 'ii~~IZ91i:[:r, IZ9ifJf~ff, JlrJ~&1t~, ~tl::I~ 

~§fz~x, PJrN~E~T-&, ~iUrJtl::I~, ~~J'l!Jtl::\1!5ti, ~*f§~fr, JlrJ{R:~Jtim 
~~~' !Z9~-Wtl::I, ~~.£$, im*~tl::I, &*Pfr~, ~:f;~;jtl::\~~zJJ, :1:§!::R 
rJr N~:t'~T ~, 11:~ g e3oam. 

He speaks of Heaven's warning and kind help to the sovereign. He also said, 

"Your servant understands that water is the principal one of the 

Five Elements. Its star is the Wu-nu ~-fr: in the Hsuan-wu :3rj.t con

stellations. Everything regulated by Heaven and Earth has its origin 

therein. Water makes equal and level. If the sovereign's way is just and 

righteous and his deeds intelligent, then the hundred rivers will be re

gulated, the veins, and arteries in order. But if sound principles are lost, 

there will be excessive flow and resultant damage. The Book of History 

(Shang-shu) says, "Water is called, 'The Moistener'." Its movement is in 

accord with the female principle and downward. If it keeps to its way 

and if the way of the empire is right, then the Yellow River brings forth 

the Chart. Therefore the inundations. of the Yellow River and the Lo are 

the greatest. Now in the region of the Ju tfx and Ying ~ the ditches 

are flowing like rivers and joining with the rain to damage the people. 

This is what the Book of Songs speaks of, "Crash, bang, thunder and 

lightening. No peace, no order. This is the hundred rivers overflowing." 

The fault lies with the adhe;rents of the Huang-fu nobles. I think Your 

Majesty should attend to the poet's words and slightly restrain the great 

ministers among his relations-in-law." §llf1E.1f N1k~;$:, A-£°.¼fgi~j(, 

xt.fupfr;ie, ~Mm~, 7](~$2fi, .:Effi:¾IE~~J{!JsJl[:E.I, riHifm, -llS~*[liiJJ{lj~ 
~~r&, •~1ks11T, ~:1trrm1r1, ~~A-~, xT~~, ffl1J~t1::11m1, mt1::1•, Mc 
~m#!:@m~:ft*, 4-t!x~!!lk7WI, ~ J1r1k~~, ~ffi1k~~a1:~, 11u~1rJri;~1irH~ 
~' .::f$.::f4-l-, EfJl[~EI~-&., A-~~~§!ltY~P±z)ffi, ni~T-\¥i'~w.A.zg, 1' 
tllJ~fl*§. 
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This is to say that, just as water, among the Five Elements., makes equal and 
level, so, if government is just and righteous, the rains and the rivers will be 
normal and correct; but, if by any chance the principles of sound government 
are abandoned, there will be disastrous floods. Therefore, if right principles 
prevail in the empire, the Yellow River brings forth the Chart and the Lo 
River the Writing, but, if the way of the ministers goes away, there will be 
floods such as the poet spoke of. Therefore, he remonstrated that the great 
ministers among the emperor's relations-in-law should be restrained. Here, in 
just the same way as Tung Chung-sh.u, he is maintaining that not only does 
Heaven support and ensure the security of the sovereign, but, if the govern
ment conforms to the Way, the Yellow River Chart and the Lo River Writing 
will be granted. That is to say, he makes a further advance from the stage, 
where Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang read the will of Heaven, warnings 
of Heaven, in portents, and arrives at a stage of believing, like Tung Chung
shu, that the will of Heaven will be made manifest in the form of the Yellow 
River Chart and the Lo River Writing, that is to say, directly and not encased 
in portents. In other words, Li Hsun, like Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang, 
had penetrated deep into the world of the Way of Heaven, considered as the 
Way of the Gods, that is to say, the world of sorcery, and belonged in almost 
the same line of sorcerers and magicians who were directly bound up with 
the deities of Heaven and Earth. So, when he enjoined restraint of the great 
ministers among the emperor's relations-in-law in the light of the sign of a 
flood disaster, this was connected with the intrigues of the seraglio and the 
emperor's inability to produce an heir. He went on to say: 

"Wickedness and deception are in the ascendant together. The rela
tions-in-law usurp the mandate, and the sovereign and his ministers are 
cut off, to the point that there is no heir. The seraglio makes mischief. 
This means the collapse of administration, and it is indeed awesome and 
deplorable. The responsibility lies basically with the family of the 
empress. The point is not reached in a day. No one in the past reached 
so far. Someone to come may yet reach it." :W~i!$s1:t_~, 1'}.kJs¼ffiip, B§~~ 
~' :¥*i9*-l/jj, :k?Ef'J::IL, Jl:Ur$ZJ&, ~,6li=iJ~ffii1J-fu, *~fjf{f:$:J§z*, ~p~ 
s zm, 11:~7f"BJR., *~1i"i'if*t11• 

Here too, then, it seems that he is close to Liu Hsiang in point of political 
standpoint, also. Thus Li Hsun had much the same ideas antj. beliefs as 
Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang, and he was also close to Liu Hsiang in 
point of political standpoint. 

This Li Hsun finally upheld the T'ien-kuan-li-pao-yilan-t'ai-p'ing-ching 
and took part in the drama of the second reception of the mandate by Ai-ti. 
I have described above the character of this T'ai-p'ing-ching and its relation
ship with Li Hsun, according to the Han-shu. Li Hsun was definitely not the 
author of the T'ai-p'ing-ching. However, we have seen above the relationship 
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between Li Hsun and Liu Hsiang, as well as the development of Li Hsun's 
ideas and attitudes. When we consider these, we can perhaps understand how, 
among Confucianists in the line of Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang, it was 
po_ssible to be brought, by such a shock as the danger or, even, the end of the 
Han, to seek such prophecies as the T'ai-p'ing-ching which were directly 
related to the authority of the House of Han, and, moreover, guaranteed that 
authority, rather than prophecies encased in portents. It was, probably ex
tremely easy and natural for people who believed in the Yellow River Chart 
and the Lo River Writing, like Tung Chung-shu and Li Hsun. 

I believe that these were the circumstances in the evolution from pro
phecies considered as classic contained in portents to prophecies considered as 
classic not contained in portents. However, Liu Hsin and Liu Hsiang were 
both opposed to the T'ai-p'ing-ching, the one regarding it as not classic, the 
other regarding it as falsely attributed to divine inspiration. Now, Liu 
Hsiang's prophecies, contained in portents based on the Ch'un-ch'iu, and the 
prophecies of the T'ai-p'ing-ching, not contained in portents, were, essentially, 
almost the same thing. Even so, there was the difference that, on the one 
hand, the former were based on a classic and so could be considered as not 
falsely attributed to divine inspiration, whereas, on the other hand, the latter 
could be said not to be based on a classic and so to have been falsely attributed 
to divine inspiration. And this difference would seem to have made a par
ticular difference for such people as Liu Hsiang who wanted to regard every
thing as dependent on the classics. Hence, presumably, their opposition to the 
T'ai-p'ing-ching. Accordingly, this surely shows how, on the contrary, these 
two were close to one another, and how easy was the transition form the one 
position to the others. 

This situation may also be divined from the following. According to a 
story in the Life of Suei Hung and the Treatise on the Five Elements in the 
Han-shu, in the time of Chao-ti, a great willow in the imperial park one day 
suddenly withered and recovered, and its leaves had been eaten by insects in 
such a way as to produce writing which said, "Kung-sum Ping-chi shall arise." 
This being a prediction that Hsuan-ti would arise from the people was 
clearly a prophecy. It was different from one contained in a phenomenon or 
portent, from one that Tung Chung-shu or Liu Hsiang would read in a 
portent, for within the portent there was human writing and language. It was 
perhaps intermediate between a prophecy contained in a portent and a 
prophecy not so contained. And this too perahps tells us how easy was the 
transition from the one to the other. In fact, it was perhaps natural, too, if 
people who thought that the portents of the Ch'un-ch'iu were pointers and 
signs used as words, as well as people like Tung Chung-shu and Liu Hsiang, 
who read in portents the will of Heaven, warnings of Heaven and what 
amounted in practice to prophecies, should make no distinction between 
portents, words and writings. 
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Further, several items indicate that the belief in the revelation of the 
will of Heaven to the sovereign by writings already existed in Former Han 
times and was also held by Li Hsun with whom we are concerned. These 
items include: outside Confucianism, the Lu-t'u-shu tJZ!il• of Shih-huang-ti 
and the Book of the Tripod WJ• of Wu~ti; within Confucianism, quite apart 
from the case of the Analects) the mention of the Yellow River Chart and the 
Lo River Writing in the Hsi-tzu ~if Commentary on the Changes also; then 
there are such cases as that of Chao Ts'o :9&ffl°, who held that Wen-ti of the 
Han was a sovereign like the Five Emperors who granted the Yellow RiV'er 
Chart and the Lo River Writing) or Tung Chung-shu who held that Wu-ti was 

a sovereign capable of causing the appearance of the Yellow River Chart and 
the phoenix. Therefore, when the men who strove for the perpetuity of the 
authority of the House of Han, especially for the maintenance and revival of 
its magical and spiritual authority, came really to feel the decline and total 
conclusion of its mandate, the will of Heaven or the prophecy, which should 
revive and guarantee the authority of Han, was doubtless bound to manifest 
itself, not by the intermediary of a portent, as it were, indirectly, but directly, 
having broken the container constituted by a portent. While I hold that 
a prophecy contained in a portent was its immediate forerunner, I think that 
the circumstances leading up to such uncontained prophecy, what I call the 
prophetic books, were as I have described. 

It may be remarked that, just after the accession of Kuang-wu-ti, Tou 
Yung jU~!k, who was west of the Yellow River and had not yet been able to 
communicate with Kuang-wu-ti, took part in the counsels of the local land
lords and governors, and he said that at that time the assembled intelligentsia 
said: 

"Han inherited the destiny of Yao, and it has endured a long time. 
The appellation of the present emperor appears in the prophetic book 
([ original commentary:] this, means that the Red Scroll Oracle in the 
Yellow River Chart says, Liu Hsiu shall raise troops and take unnumbered 
prisoners.) For a long time, since the previous reign, Ku Tzu-yiin ~r~ 
and Hsia Ho-liang, learned masters of Taoist arts, have been saying that 
there is an oracle predicting that Han would receive the mandate a 
second time. Therefore Liu Tzu-chiin JIJ--=f~ changed his name in the 
hope of fitting in with the oracle. When Wang Mang came to an end, 
the Taoist Hsi-men Hui-chiin 5F~~~· said that Liu Hsiu would be Son 
of Heaven, and he plotted to install Tzu-chiin. The affair became known 
and he was to be put to death. He came out and said to all the people 
looking at him, "Liu is truly your master." All these are very well 
known events, which took place recently, and well appreciated by all the 

wise." ~*~jl, ~~1l:s:R, 4--~'riftt~Ji~!il- C!l§J~!i1$fl\~BIIJ:mwV~M 
~m) §Wttm~m~z±~-=r~, ~~~~, ~~~~~~$z~, §Z~~, 
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trxJU-=f~cj(~i;*, ~f.!~t!~d:i' »-#*, m±WF~B!fgJLl*'ii:m51(-=f, ~~}t-=f 
~' $,ft, tit~, t:IH~sttfl~B, ;u*•&±ill, t1'lli:$~~' W~?Jr~Ji-fil. 
Cr$HHiUift.) 

According to this, Ku Tzu-yiin, that is to say, Ku Yung, had said, as already 
related above, 

"Your Majesty [Ch'eng-ti] is the heir to eight generations of achieve
ment, coinciding with the standard of the yang number, after the passage 
of 210 years, he has met with the fate of the hexagram of innocence (the 
unexpected); he faces the calamity of the 106 [ th. year]: three dangers of 
different kinds, united together." ~Tmtm-51-A tttz:r:}J~, 'ii~Jlfcztl:l:, 
~~tzffl~ ~~~z*g ~s~z.N~, ~•flw, •~~•-

Leaving aside the question whether or not it was the original invention of Ku 
Yung to point out that, in the light of the length of the Han reign and its 
fate in the hexagrams, with Ch'eng-ti, who was the heir to eight generations, 
a time of crisis had been reached, it is. clear that this was used by Li Hsun, 
who saw the signs of the decline of the Han, and the T'ai-p'ing-ching which 
announced their final end, as well as by the prophetic books which predicted 
Kuang-wu-ti's act of worship. This is because in these prophetic books Kuang
wu-ti is specially referred to as 'nine' and 'ninth generation.' It further seems 
clear, also, from what the foregoing wise people said, that the story of Liu 
Hsin changing his name from Tzu-chi.in to Hsiu was used in the prophetic 
books on Kuang-wu-ti's accepting the mandate to enhance their credibility. 

However, this kind of prophecy on the part of both Ku Yung and Liu 
Hsin did not either go to the making of prophetic books or make use of them. 
On the contrary, they depended on formulae of prophecy, prophecy of the 
kind considered legitimate by Chang Heng, that is to say, prophecy regarded 
as prediction made by saintly men and others on the basis of the theories of 
the calendar or the Changes. Thus were such prophecies made. Ku Yung 
refers with extraordinary frequency to ceremonies which partake of magic, in 
view of Ch'eng-ti's lack of an heir, and, from the standpoint that the wise man 
does not discuss monsters and demons, he criticised these ceremonies and 
submitted to Ch'eng-ti that he must not be led astray by the supernatural and 
the monstrous. In this submission he argued from "There are many cere
monies to let the Heaven accept one's respect, but, if (one's sincerity) can not 
be well represented by the things offered, the Heaven would not accept (the 
respect, no matter how many things are offered)" in the Lo-kao i:tf ~ section 
of the Chou-shu mJ«:, that the way of worship should be based uniquely on 
purity and truth. In this spirit and in this sense he was in accord with the 
movement for religious reform put forward by Tu Yeh and Liu Hsin with 
Wang Mang. (The foregoing is from the Treatise on Worship in the Han-shu). 
Thus Ku Yung and Liu Hsin shared common ground in the matter of worship 
and in that of prophecy, as well as having a common political viewpoint, and 
both contrasted with Liu Hsiang and his fellows. 
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(iii) Evolution towards the Prophetic Books (2) 

Next, why was it that what I call the prophetic books, starting with the 

T'ien-kuan-li-pao-yilan-t'ai-p'in-ching, were regarded as classics, of the nature 
of classics, and, further, held to be connected with Confucius? One possibility 
is that they were considered to be of the same character as the Yellow River 
Chart and the Lo River Writing, while these latter were themselves introduced 
in commentaries, on the Changes. But I think that a more important point is 

that, as I have already, indeed, stated, the immediate forerunners of these pro

phetic books were what I have called prophecies encased in· portents, these 

having been derived from the Ch'un-ch'iu. Wherein, then, lay the necessity 
for this? There were prophecies considered as predictions, of Heaven, such as 
those used by Shih-huang-ti or Wu-ti, before the prophetic books, and these 
were not considered as classics, of classic nature, connected with Confucius. 

This point, therefore, requires particularly close scrutiny. 

The Ch'in and Han sovereigns, from Shih-huang-ti on, were likened to 
the Lord of Heaven xWJ or Heaven itself, as we can tell from their being 
entitled Supreme Lord or Emperor .m_m,. The emperor worshipped Heaven, 
the Lord of Heaven, had intercourse with the deity, and was so integrated 

with the deity, that he was regarded as. possessing, in the same way as Heaven 

or the Lord of Heaven, a superhuman, magical, mystical authority. For 
example, when Shih-huang-ti carried out his act of worship (Annals of Shih
huang-ti and Treatise on Imperial Worship, Shih-chi), this was a ceremony 
whereby he reported to Heaven his successful unification of the empire, but it 

was at the same time a public demonstration to the empire and to posterity 

that he had been in shamanistic intercourse with Heaven, had been integrated 

with Heaven and thus acquired the same power and authority as Heaven. 
Then Kao-tsu occupied the country in his second year, and added Hei-ti to 

the four imperial ancestors worshipped in Ch'in times, and established the cult 
of the five imperial ancestors; and he also appointed female shamans for ances

tor worship in Ch'ang-an, laying down the respective deities to which each 

shaman should pray (Treatise on Imperial Worship, Shih-chi, Treatise on 

Religious Practices, Han-shu.) In this way Kao-tsu showed that, as the head 

of the realm's shamans, he possessed the supreme shamanistic power in rela
tion to the Lord of Heaven and the lesser deities. Moreover, many officials 

at the beginning of the Han period became lang-kuan ,&!~'g and were trans
ferred to various departments, but these lang-kuan belonged to the same line 

as that of the chung-chiidn r=rm and she-jen -!t!r A of the Warring States period, 
serving at the sovereign's side and may be said to have had a status of excep

tionally close subordination vis-a-vis the person of the sovereign. We can also 

see from the system of regional government at this time that, in spite of the 
feudal power of the fiefs, Kao-tsu, as founder of the dynasty was in no way 

trammelled by them. 
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However, Wen-ti's position in relation to the support he received from the 
feudal rulers through the civil and military officials,, who had destroyed the 
Lii § family, was different: he was of course under constraint from the previ
ous feudal power, but was also unable to avoid that of the civil and military 
officials who had supported him, and, on becoming feudal lords, had turned 
into an aristocracy. He was accordingly obliged to strengthen his position by 
linking himself directly with the officials at the centre of the establishment. 
We can perhaps cite Chia I and Chao Ts'o as representative officials of this 
description. Chia I sought to elevate the position of the sovereign above by 
exalting that of officialdom. By exalting and strengthening the position of 
officialdom, he brought about mutual aid and support between sovereign and 
officialdom, but he realised that, at the same time, within this, system, official
dom laid restraint on the sovereign. Chia I held that the common people 
were outside the scope of the rites, and that great officers, of state were not 
touched by punishment; he likened the highest strata of officials to great of
ficers of state under the feudal system, holding that even when guilty of crime, 
they should not be put in prison but made to commit suicide. He further 
held that the sovereign, while exercising control through' laws and punish
ments, should carry on a benevolent government in conformity with the rites. 
Here too there was the security provided by officialdom through the rites, and 
constraint on the sovereign through the rites. But Chia I's treatment of the 
highest officials as great officers of state was intended to strengthen their in
tegrity, to make them forget self, family and private affairs and devote them
selves entirely to sovereign, country and public affairs, to be unswayed by 
considerations of profit and loss and pursue duty alone, thus rendering the 
position of the saintly man (the sovereign) impregnable. Further, his plan 
for the distribution of provinces weakened the feudal power with the object 
of making it utterly loyal and true to the House of Han. And for Chia I, 
too, the emperor had intercourse with Heaven and the spirits, enabling him 
to be integrated with them. (Life of Chia I, Han-shu). 

Chao Ts'o communicated Fu Sheng's i;f('.=t Shang-shu to Wen-ti and 
called it a model, and the fact that he is said to have expounded its meaning 
suggests that he had also obtained the greater part of Fu Sheng's Great Com
mentary on the Shang-shu. It goes without saying that in the Great Com
mentary on the Shang-shu there were explanations of the portents of the 
Han dynasty like the Hung-fan-wu-hsing-chuan, which provided the basis for 
the explanations of the portents in the Ch'un-ch'iu for such as Tung Chung
shu, Liu Hsiang and Liu Hsin, already mentioned. Chao Ts'o held that, in 
order for the sovereign to rule his realm and hand down his name to posterity, 
he must know the ways of it, he must know how to control his ministers, how 
to listen to advice and dispose of matters, how to give the people prosperity, 
and how to act loyally and filially. All this is the same as the relations be
tween sovereign and minister as set out by Han Fei or in the section on Loyalty 
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and Filial Piety in the Han-fei-tzu. Furthermore, he advanced on Chia I's 
plan for the division into provinces, oppressed the feudal lords, and, in order 
to adopt a policy which should strengthen the sovereign's power, provoked a 
rebellion of seven provinces in Wu and Ch'u, for which he was executed. He 
indeed surpassed the minister required by Chia I, who should abandon his 
family, his father and himself, and devote himself utterly to his country, his 
sovereign and public affairs; he was in the line of the loyal minister in the 
section on Loyalty and Filial Piety in the Han-fei-tzu. Here there was not the 
least constraint of the sovereign on the part of ministers or officials. Among 
the five imperial ancestors, the three kings and the five elders, he regarded 
the five imperial ancestors as ideal sovereigns; since they were divine beings, 
unattainable in stature by their servants, they personally controlled every
thing, and matching with Heaven above, according with Earth below, and 
having mankind between, they ordered all things and all people. He held that 
when the Yellow River brought forth the Chart, and the Lo River the Writ
ing, when the sacred dragon and the phoenix appeared, when virtue filled 
the realm and the divine light shone within the four seas, this would be the 
work of the emperor himself, doing exactly the same work as the Lord of 
Heaven. Though Wen-ti was in no way inferior to the five imperial ancestors, 
his failure to demonstrate his efficacity was due to his not acting personally 
but waiting for his ministers to do so. In arguing thus, Chao Ts'o was seek
ing absolute autocracy for Wen-ti. (Life of Chao Ts'o, Han-shu) Though 
Wen-ti was thus in a position to be constrained by the feudal power and 
officialdom, their power to constrain was weakened, and he was able to over
rule them and become an absolute monarch. This was no doubt possible 
because of the confrontation of feudal power and officialdom. 

In Wu-ti's time, too, the system of regional government continued, but 
after Chia I's plan for division into provinces, and Chao Ts'o policy of 
repressing the feudal lords, and after the pacification of the rebellion of the 
seven provinces of Wu and Ch'u, the conspiracy of the king of Huai-nan was 
put down, and Chu-fu Ying enforced the order for extending favours, so that 
the provinces were split into small parts and incorporated in the system of 
regional government, the control of the country through the actual operation 
of this latter system was strengthened, and feudal power sufficient to put 
constraint on the sovereign disappeared. Under the system of regional govern
ment, a multiplicity of types of official arose and the organisation, too, became 
huge and complex. But Wu-ti generally carried on his government by dealing 
with civil and military officials between whom, individually, and himself there 
was a relationship of trust. Most of the civil and military officials whom he 
valued and who exhibited their powers were selected by him personally, ap
pointed lang-kuan and trained by him; moreover, the so-called rapacious of
ficials, who oppressed the world of officialdom, powerful members of the 
general public and big merchants, indeed possessed some power but had no 
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backing apart from their dependence on the sovereign. That is to say, under 
Wu-ti there was no feudal power sufficient to exercise constraint on him, and, 
further, the officials at the centre of the organisation, that is to say, officials 
who, while supporting the sovereign, ought to have been in a position to ex
ercise constraint on him through the organisation, had, in fact, almost no room 
for manoeuvre. 

Thus Wu-ti, who was an absolute monarch, subject to no restraint 
whatever in the human sphere, also had intercourse with Heaven, was in
tegrated with Heaven and possessed a superhuman and magical authority to· 
carry out the work of Heaven on its behalf. The prophecy that this Wu-ti 
would carry out the act of worship which should integrate him with Heaven, 
that is to say the Book of the Tripod, was handed down through the inter
mediary of 'immortals' or wizards., like An Ch'i-sheng and Shen Kung; and 
the prophecy that it was the will of Heaven that Wu-ti should judge and 
punish on behalf of Heaven, took the form of one encased in a portent, ex
tracted from the Ch'un-ch'iu through the intermediary of Tung Chung-shu; in 
both cases these may well be said to have been Heaven-given certificates of 
Wu-ti's possession of superhuman, magical power in the same way as Heaven. 

The following is the conclusion of Tung Chung-shu's famous reply to a 
question of Wu-ti's: 

"The great unity of the Ch'un-ch'iu is the eternal principle of 
Heaven and Earth, what is ever proper at all times. At present there are 
teachers of various ways, people have different arguments, the schools 
are multifarious, opinions are not the same. Thus. at the head of things 
there is no way to preserve a unity. Changes. take place in the laws, and 
those below do not know what to respect. It is my humble opinion that 
all princi pies which are not in the Six Arts and in accord with the 
methods of Confucius should be abolished and prevented from existing 
concurrently, and evil opinions should be destroyed. This done, unity 
will be possible, the legal system can be made clear, and the people will 
know what to follow." *fjc.7(~*'3't:1f, :J(:f:-fuz1tt*~' ti4-z®tt-lft, 4-Bm~ 
~A•~~~~~ m•~~, ~~~~~~~~ ~~-~ T~~m~ 
§fi~mn~~~•z~ R~zffi~ ~~~~ ~~~*' ff~z~~~, AA 
~m1t:~ey~ ffi~~ey~, &~m~~- c••, •~ff•) 

It is generally held that Wu-ti accepted this reply and, by creating the post of 
professorship of the Five Classics, made the teachings of Confucius, that is to 
say, Confucianism, the national religion. However, even if it be held that 
Wu-ti appreciated this reply, we can find no fact which shows that a move 
was made to enforce the principle of it. Nor can it be thought that, even if he 
did institute the professorship of the Five Classics, there was necessarily a 
relationship between that act and this reply. Furthermore, the post of pro
fessor had· existed in Ch'in times too, so we can probably not say that Con-
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fucius' doctrines, became the national religion by virtue of the creation of 
this post. Again, even if we allow that a move was made towards enforcing 
the main argument of this reply, and if we allow that the doctrine, whereby 
the sovereign should lead, civilize and control the officials and the people, was 
integrated with the Six Arts and the principles of Confucius, this does not 
seem to amount to a national religion in the sense that the Six Arts and the 
principles of Confucius, would include the sovereign himself, and provide 
guidance and enlightenment for the entire body of mankind, from the sover
eign down. 

The reason is that, as I have already pointed out, Tung Chung-shu's reply 
contains nothing less than a clear statement to the effect that, while Vvu-ti, 
being a sovereign, can attain to the supremely auspicious omens, that is to say, 
supremely divine things, like the River Chart and the phoenix. Confucius, 
though a saintly man, was of low estate, that is to say, he was not a sovereign, 
and so could not attain to such divine things. That is to say, since he held 
that the authority of the saintly Confucius was not as great as that of the 
sovereign Wu-ti, this Confucius, or the doctrines of this Confucius, could 
clearly not enlighten and guide Wu-ti. Thus there was no power in the 
human world at that time which, through the doctrines of Confucius, con
strained or guided the sovereign Wu-ti. If it were held that there was, it 
would be either the feudal power or the officials at the centre of the establish
ment, but, as I have explained above, the feudal power had been almost wholly 
absorbed under the system of regional government, while the officials had al
most no room for positive action. We must therefore probably recognise that, 
under Wu-ti, it was not possible to establish the doctrines of Confucius as a 
national religion which should guide and enlighten all mankind including 
the sovereign. 

The Heir Apparent, that is to say, the later Yiian-ti, said to Hsiian-ti, 
who had set aside Chao-ti. 

"Your Majesty is too severe in punishing. It would be well to follow 
the Confucians {I:±." ~T~fflJ::t~, 1i:Jtl{I:±. 

Hsiian-ti replied, 

"The House of Han has its own system, which basically involves 
absolutism. Why should one only tolerate virtuous principles? Are we 

to govern like the Chou?" ~* § ~*U~, *PXffi.:Em:fflz, *M~1Hl~, 
Jtl ml il;Z f. 

And he also sighed, 

"It is the Heir Apparent who is troubling our House." 

-r-&- c~•x~*~) 
This too seems to prove that Confucianism had not become the single national 
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religion of the Han. For Confucius to arrive at holding an authority equal or 

superior to that of the sovereign, it was necessary for him to do so by acting as 

spokesman for the will of Heaven, and being regarded as. a magician producing 

prophetic books, that is to say, carrying out Heaven's predictions. 

However, as has been said above, in Wu-ti's time the system of regional 

government was set up, there was a huge proliferation of the types of officials, 

and the official organisation grew greatly. In this connection, as, well as the 

central university, a school had been set up at Ch'eng-tu by Wen Weng )(~, 

and to it the rich and powerful sent their children to receive the formation 

appropriate to officials, but Wu-ti had similar schools established in other 

regions. Thus came into being the offidal class as the parent body of the 

powerful families. Many of the powerful families behind them had long 

pedigrees. But they had become officials under the feudal power, so that those 

who had clans of long pedigree in their background, together with those who 

had arranged their pedigrees by becoming officials, received appointments like 

the gentry of ancient times. Thus Tung Chung-shu, in his reply, compared 

the officials to the gentry of ancient times, and compared the relationship 

between officials. and the public to that between the gentry and commoners of 

antiquity, saying that the officials should not vie with the public for profit, and 

holding that in this way there would be accord with the natural law of Heaven. 

That is to say, he accorded to the officials at the centre of the organisation the 

status of the gentry of old. But with the officials at the same time intent on 

their self-importance, this may be thought to be much the same as Chia I's 

likening the highest strata of officialdom to the great officers of state. That is 

to say, while Wu-ti was absolute ruler in his time, and there was, almost no 

one to criticise or restrain him, there was coming into being an officialdom, at 

the centre of the system, which might, even so, both support and restrain the 

sovereign, an officialdom that compared itself with the gentry of antiquity. 

Chao-ti, of course, and Hsiian-ti, too, soon after his accession, were unable 

to avoid yielding the government to Huo Kuang ffl:Yt who had seized the 

real power after the death of Wu-ti. This Huo Kuang, too, had the intelli

gentsia and the educated offer criticism of the policy of the salt and iron 

monopoly, which had been in operation since Wu-ti; but this intelligentsia, 

these educated men:, were on the fringe of the officials at the centre of the 

organisation, of which the powerful families constituted the parent body. 

This too shows us how the officials. at the centre of the organisation held their 

heads high and were most active. Hsiian-ti governed personally after Huo 

Kuang's death, but he was obliged to link himself with the officials at the 

centre of the organisation, the powerful ministers, in order to control the 

power of the Huo family. Hsiian-ti's reign was rich in favourable omens, 

and this clearly showed that he too, in the same way as Wu-ti, possessed super

human, magical authority. Even so, in order to maintain his links with the 

officials at the centre of the organisation, he was unable to override the law 
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and vicariously enforce the will of Heaven, as Wu-ti had done. He was 
obliged to conform to the laws and submit to the constraint imposed by them. 
So, in conformity with the laws, he exercised a policy in which merit was re
warded and failure punished. As a result, government was enforced accord-
ing to the legal code of the executive officials, at the centre of the organisa
tion, of which the powerful families constituted the parent body, and es.
pecially according to that of the principal regional officials; thus Hsiian-ti 
was a certain success in bureaucratic government and came to be known as 
the heroic sovereign of the Han revival. This perhaps emerges clearly from 
the following section of the preface to the Lives of Upright Officials in the 
Han-shu: 

"With the coming of Hsiian-ti there was a rise from a state of humiliation 
to one of honour. There was prosperity in the villages. He knew about 
the hardships of the people's lives, and, after the death of Huo Kuang, 
began to take personal charge of everything. He used a policy of in
centives. He would listen to a single case for five days. All who· received 
appointments, from chancellor downwards, would appear before him, 
including governors and prefects. He would make sudden personal 
visits, and inspect a situation. He would withdraw in order to decide 
what was to be done. He would question what was said to him, and, if 
there were discrepancy between word and fact, he would be sure to find 
out how this arose. He would always say, "It is impartiality in govern
ment and justice before the law which make the people content with 
their land and without resentment and hatred. Are those who share 
these views with me only those of the 2,000 picul grade? I believe they 
are fundamental for prefect, minor official and ordinary people. Many 
changes make those below worried. If the people know that something is 
going to last and they cannot be deceived, they will submit to civilizing 
influence. Thus the 2,000 picul grade gives. effective government." He 
would suddenly give encouragement with an imperial letter, give promo
tion or a grant of money, or send an honour to a feudal lord. In the 
case of vacancy among the senior ministers, he would choose from a 
list, giving employment in order. This is why there were upright officials 
in Han times, and this was the basis of prosperity. So it was called the 
Revival." ».~~'fg~KltimHt~~, J!rlffllffl, ~o.lx$z.JrUfE, Ei:m:Yt~1&, fr.ii 
~-a Rfflmffl, liB--~ §~ffiBT, ~--W~, ».ff~~~m •• 
JiFr:r,, ¥Jt;)t?Jr~, iJ3.W5lg~p)fqj, tJ:ifA ii§, ~:1Irli?F*§~, &:,~AFJf tJ?t, 1rtffi 
B, ~&?Jr~:t<AEB.mWr:~,~,mMlz.1t,*, 1&~~3:1-lli, JHJt~Jl:t*, A~~=: 
fE~, ~-*~~&z*-lli, -~~~T~:t<, &~A~~' ~ey~~' ~D~ 
Aru~, ~=:fE~ffl:1:1~ -~--~-, ~~m~ ~-~H~~' 0~~~ 
~~m~, ~~fflz, ~~~ft~~'~~-§, ffi~J!~o 

Again, Hsiian-ti was obliged to link himself with the ministers at the 
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centre who had had a Confucian education; and many of the regional officials 
not only regarded the powerful families, who dominated the people in the 
provinces, as their parent body, but some even carried on the business of 
government in close cooperation with such families. In the light of this 
situation, the sovereign introduced the way of filial piety, based on the 
Analects and the Classic of Filial Piety, into his civilizing activity; and in 
order to make the people do their utmost along the way of filial piety there 
was no remission of forced labour, but indulgence towards faults was re
cognized and the application of punishments tempered. Again, the senior 
regional officials followed the law, while the junior followed humanity. There 
emerged some too, who, within the system of government by officials in ac
cordance with law and punishment, gave leadership intended to bring about 
the utmost devotion to the way of filial piety in cooperation with people still 
attached to the old cooperative bodies based on local ties or ties of..blood. But, 
even in these circumstances, Hsiian-ti was the ruler, the arbiter, and, even if 
he be held to have been partially constrained by the classics and the rites, he 
had not lost the right to give leadership contrary to the classics and the rites. 
This is why he was able to say, as recounted above, to the Heir Apparent, 
Yiian-ti, "The House of Han has its own system, which basically involves 
absolutism. Why should one only tolerate virtuous principles? Are we to 
govern like the Chou?" And when he sighed to the Heir Apparent, Yiian-ti, 
who was a Confucian by persuasion, that "It is the Heir Apparent who is 
troubling our House." This was no baseless anxiety. 

Yiian-ti was a cultured man, brought up in Confucianism. He was in
fluenced by the meanings of texts and so was an indecisive sovereign. Under 
him the whole body of the upper strata of the ruling class was expanded and 
strengthened; extreme power passed into the hands of the Confucian officials 
and ministers, who supported the powerful ministers, the relations-in-law, the 
eunuchs and the House of Han, while the sovereign, who ought to have con
trolled them, was, on the contrary, under their restraint, and finally withdrew 
from the scene. In these circumstances, support was given by officials who 
regarded the powerful families as their parent body, while, at the same time, a 
body of some tens of Confucian ministers, including such officials, began to 
demand a reform of the rites governing worship. As a result, Yiian-ti abolished 
the ancestral shrines in the provinces (Life of Wei Hsiian-ch'eng :l:~fflt, Han

shu), the debate on whether or not to reform the ceremonies at the capital 
was begun under Ch'eng-ti, and the reform was decided on by Wang Mang 
in the last year of P'ing-ti. (Treatise on Worship, Han-shu). 

The provincial shrines were those of Kao-tsu, Wen-ti and Wu-ti, which 
had either been founded by them in their lifetime, or constructed in those 
provinces to which they had made progresses. They were intended to capture 
the popular favour under the House of Han by the additional divine protec
tion of these imperial ancestors. However, worship there was not carried out 
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by the sovereign personally but by low and remote functionaries, which con
stituted an omission in regard to the classics and the rites, particularly the 
ancestral rites under the feudal system. It was thus natural that the Con
fucian ministers should demand their abolition, but the sovereign's acceptance 
of the demand and the abolition of the provincial shrines were based on the 
system of regional government and close to the system of patriarch, and this 
means, therefore, that the Han sovereign or emperor, who had been overriding 
the rites of the Confucians, was absorbed into the rites and fell under their 
constraint. That is to say, the essential quality of the Han sovereign was, to 
however small a degree, altered, and the advancement of Confucian ministers 
was thereby permitted. It is, perhaps, not absurd that Yiian-ti should have 
been repudiated by his ancestors for the abolition of the provincial shrines, 
and fallen ill. (Life of Wei Hsiian-ch'eng, Han-shu.) Further, Yiian-ti put an 
end to the transfer of population to the first tombs, which had been carried 
out by his ministers, and established no communities for their maintenance. 
This was because it is people's nature to live peaceably in one place and to be 
reluctant to move, and it is natural to people to be attached by ties of blood. 
(Annals of Yiian-ti, Han-shu.) Here appears a liberal Confucian policy, re
cognising the character of people who remained attached to the old system 
of cooperative bodies based on local ties or ties of blood. But in the light of 
the significance of the establishment of communities for the maintenance of 
the tombs by transfers of population, here too we may see an advance of classic 
or Confucian policies and withdrawal on the part of the Sovereign. 

Since Wu-ti, the worship of Heaven had been carried out at the T'ai ~ 
altar of Kan-chiian if~' and that of Earth at the temple of the god of Earth 
in Ho-tung (Fen-yin rjt~), while the ritual of the act of imperial worship had 
been dominated by wizards, and the altars at the capital had deep relations 
with the immortals and much meretricious ornament. The movement for 
religious reform, which began in the time of Ch'eng-ti, would change all this; 
there would be personal worship by the sovereign, and in order to carry out 
the so-called ancient worship, which reverenced the essence, the truth, it was 
proposed to move the locations to the north and south of the capital. This 
amounted to bringing into conformity with the classics and the rites both the 
sacrifices or altars to Heaven, which overrode the classics and the rites, and the 
sovereign, who, in conducting such sacrifices to Heaven, was also overriding 
the classics and the rites. As a result, there was repeated controversy among 
officials and Confucians, for example, Hsu Chia m:• and Liu Hsiang, for and 
against reform, these people believing in the magical and mystical character 
of the sacrifices and other ceremonies hitherto conducted, and desiring to 
maintain thereby the magical and mystical power of the sovereign. Just 
before Wang Mang's regency, reform was decided on under him. This 
received the support of many ministers and Confucian officials like K'uang 
Heng m,00 and Liu Hsin. And, after the altars to Heaven and Earth just out-
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side the capital, similar locations were given by Wang Mang for those of the 

Five Emperors and lesser deities. 
We now come somewhat late to the question of the Rites of Chou mlf!I, 

which in my view were all the sections of the Book of Rites mUc, which pro

vided the basis for the above religious reforms, and were produced somewhere 

between the time of Wu-ti and that of Hsiian-ti. The Rites of Chou were the 

rites that regulated the power structure. They gave support to the officials 

according to the status of the ministers of state under the feudal system, and, 

in recognising the territories and armies of the feudal lords, which were very 

closely connected with the territory directly under the sovereign, and his. army, 

they were comparable to the fragmented power structure under Chou feudal

ism. Therefore, when it came to the application of the Rites of Chou, the 

emperor who overrode the official structure under the system of regional 

government was placed and supported in the supreme position of the frag

mented power structure under the feudal system. At the same time it would 

seem that the emperor was under constraint from this structure, from the 

Rites of Chou and the. feudal lords and lower officials. Liu Hsin and Wang 

Mang worked for the application of these Rites of Chou along with their 

movement for religious reform, and Wang Mang, while taking part in such 

a movement, farmed out power to the ministers who put the movement into 

operation, and finally acceded to the regency. The movement for reform of 

the system of rites governing religious practice was surrounded with con

troversy from start to finish, but the application of the Rites of Chou thus, in 

the nature of the case, was an accompaniment to the struggle for power. 

However, there were limits to these movements, and it was not possible 

to put the sovereign on the beaten track of the rites and constrain him by 

means of the rites. The ancestral shrines in the provinces. were offshoots 

among the ancestral shrines, and however much the change of location of the 

auspicious sites for worship at the capital was called reform, it was not such 

in essence. Up to this. point, Wang Mang tried to model himself on the Duke 

of Chou, on the whole, subsequently basing himself on Shun, and, on the 

model of Shun, finally obtaining abdication in his favour; at the same time, 

in order to become a sovereign, and, further, to remain a sovereign, he ad

opted a policy consistent with unitary power even within the Rites of Chou, 

and he was obliged to avoid the system of fragmented authority in the Rites 

of Chou as well as the constraint which could be exercised by the ministers 

and Confucian officials, inherent in the background of that system. For ex

ample, in an instruction that he gave in the 4th year of Chien-shih-kuo 

(A.D. 12), there were to be five degrees of nobility, as under the Chou, but the 

allocation of territory to feudal lords was different and reduced; again, he 

often applied the law of common responsibility of groups of five households in 

cases of counterfeiting money, but this, the system of the responsibility of 

five households in the Rites of Chou, derived from the thought of Shang Yang 
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ffiij~ and an Fei. (Life of Wang Mang. Han-shu.) Thus Wang Mang used a 
great variety of religious, oracular and prophetic means in order to demon
strate his superhuman and magical authority as sovereign or emperor, just 
as Wu-ti had done. 

Thus from the time of Yiian-ti on, movements, led by Confucianist min
isters, went ahead for the criticism and constraint of the sovereign by means 
of the classics, rites and Confucius' doctrines. This was also one aspect of the 
progressive loss by the sovereign of the power to control the ruling class, be
come progressively more extreme. When it came to the time of Ch'eng-ti, the 
emperor separated himself from such ruling classes and fell into the hands of 
a iawiess prince, and was not, moreover, blessed with an heir. As a result, the 
men who supported the House of Han came to realise that the House of Han 
was about to come to the end of its mandate. It was, then, perhaps natural 
that the officials and scholars, who supported the House of Han in the face of 
such a situation, should have sought out and made use of religious practices, 
auspicious omens, portents, the will of Heaven, oracles and prophecies, which 
should support and restore the superhuman and magical authority, that had 
been handed down in the House of Han. But the circumstances were different 
from those of Wu-ti, in which a superhuman absolute monarch was subject 
to no criticism or constraint from anything whatever; the time had come 
when the sovereign was subject to criticisms and constraints exercised by the 
officials at the centre of the structure, and, moreover, by ministers and officials 
whose position was based on the classic rites and Confucius' doctrines; and the 
criticisms from these quarters had to be born. So it was that one such source 
of criticism or constraint, prophecy, was necessarily at the same time the 
will of Heaven and classic, of classic character, connected with Confucius. 
The T'ien-kuan-li-pao-yilan-t'ai-p'ing-ching, which appeared in Ch'eng-ti's 
time, and on the basis of which Ai-ti enacted the drama of the second receipt 
of the mandate, was simultaneously a prophecy and a classic, and this may be 
regarded as precisely responding to such a requirement. As was recounted 
above, Chih Yiin held that a position taken from Heaven should be returned 
to Heaven and he demanded Wang Mang's abdication, but, though Wang 
Mang held him guilty of treason, he was loth to do him harm because his 
view was based on a classic prophecy. I went on to hold that the Secret Classic 
of Confucius and the prophecies used by Kuang-wu-ti, Ming-ti and Chang-ti 
were classics, of classic character, connected with Confucius, and that, further, 
being of the same category as the Yellow River Chart and the Lo River 
Writing, they were prophetic texts, prophetic books. What I call prophetic 
books may be regarded as, having appeared in response to the necessity de
scribed above. That this was possible was held to be due to the Han sovereigns 
Wen-ti and Wu-ti being capable of receiving the Yellow River Chart and 
the Lo River Writing; and it was further held that, while contained in por
tents, the prophecies, regarded as the will of Heaven, extracted by such re-
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presentative Confucians of the Former Han as Tung Chung-shu or Liu Hsiang 
from the Ch'un-ch'iu, were of classic character, connected with Confucius, be
cause they constituted the precursors. If this is true, then even if some of 
the prophetic books be held to be non-classic, they were probably welcomed 
and generally used. I have also described above that the fact that prophecies 
also came to shed their containing portents may have been due to the realisa
tion that the House of Han was about to exhaust its mandate. (To be con
cluded) 




